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CORRIDOR CHALLENGES AND STRATEGIES
SR 89
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Corridor Challenges
Challengesand
and Strategies
Strategies
Corridor

Item
ID
Corridor
Corridor Issues
Issues

1

2

2

3

3

4

Strategies
Strategies

the
west
shore.
The Tahoe
north
atat Complete
Tahoe Trail
Trail ends
endsininthe
thesouth
southatatSpring
SpringCreek
CreekRoad
Roadand
andininthe
the
north
Complete aa feasibility
feasibilitystudy
studyfor
forshared‐use
shared-usepath
pathalternatives
alternativesalong
along
the
west
shore.
approximate
gap
in bicycle destinations
access to
Meeks Bay
Bay Resort,
Resort,leaving
leavingan
a gap
in bicycle11‐mile
access to
recreation
recreation
destinations
and
through
cyclists
along
the
west
shore
of
Lake
and through cyclists along the west shore of Lake Tahoe.
Continue
toto
develop
thethe
Tahoe.
Continue to
to work
workwith
withresidents,
residents,property
propertyowners,
owners,and
andland
landmangers
mangers
develop
preferred
preferredalignment
alignmentfor
forthe
theTahoe
TahoeTrail.
Trail.
Phase
the
Tahoe
Trail
soso
that
phases
Phase implementation
implementationofofthe
theremaining
remainingsegments
segmentsofof
the
Tahoe
Trail
that
first are
constructed
from destination
destination.
For
example,
onetophase
of the
phases complete
access fromtoexisting
shared
use
pathways
Emerald
Bay and the
construction
could encompass
the TrailEmerald
from theBay.
vista point east of Eagle Falls through
final phase completes
access around
the Vikingsholm parking and entrance area. This approach could leverage partnerships
and improve connectivity. Other phases may be associated with the restoration project
at Meeks Bay, a phase connecting Meeks Bay to D.L. Bliss, a phase connecting D.L. Bliss
High volumes of pedestrians walk along and in the roadway in heavily used to
Implement
strategies
associated
with Item
1 andatincorporate
walkway
or sharedEmerald Bay,
and a phase
connecting
the trail
Spring Creeka Road
to Emerald
Bay.
areas such as the Pope to Baldwin and Emerald Bay Segments. Cars parked use path around Emerald Bay.
alongside the highway and the viaduct force pedestrians to walk in the
roadway.
Implement
a walkway
or shared‐use
High volumes of pedestrians walk along and in the roadway in heavily used
Implementstrategies
strategiesassociated
associatedwith
withItem
Item1 5and
andincorporate
restrict/relocate
roadside
parking.
path around Emerald Bay in coordination with and connected to off‐highway parking
areas such as the Pope to Baldwin and Emerald Bay Segments. 375 cars
lots.
parked alongside the highway and the viaduce in Emerald Bay on a busy
summer day in 2018 force pedestrians to walk in the roadway.

Associated Strategies
Strategiesand
and
Projects (Item
(Item ID
ID and
and
Project
Project ID)
ID)

Item
2, Item
15,15,
Item
23,23,
Item
Item
2, Item
Item
26; CW‐1.01,
WS‐2.01,
WS‐
Item
26; CW-1.01,
WS-2.01,
2.02,
WS‐2.03,
WS‐3‐01,
WS‐
WS-2.02, WS-2.03, WS-3-01,
4.01
WS-4.01

Success
Success Measurement
Measurement

Tahoe
TahoeTrail
Trailcompletion
completionwith
with
no
no gaps
gapsalong
alongthe
theWest
WestShore.
Miles
of
trail
constructed.
Shore.

Item 1, Item 3, Item 23, Item Miles of sidewalk or Tahoe
26; CW-1.01, WS-2.01, WS- Trail developed around
2.02, WS-2.03
Emerald Bay offering a
pathway off the highway for
Item 1, Item 3, Item 23, Item Miles of sidewalk or Tahoe
pedestrian use.
26; CW‐1.01, WS‐2.01, WS‐ Trail developed around
Emerald Bay offering a
2.02, WS‐2.03
pathway off the highway for
Lack of consistent, frequent, and marketed transit within the corridor
Develop a frequent, fun, and consistent transit system to serve corridor recreation
Item 1, Item 4, Item 5, Item pedestrian
Reduction use.
in vehicle
Yes - findings for
Implement strategies associated with Item 5 and restrict/relocate roadside parking.
of roadside
destinations during the summer months.
restricting roadside
negatively impacts the number of people able to arrive to recreation
26; CW-1.02, CW-1.03, CW- Number
congestion
along theparking
spaces
“relocated”
or
shifted
parking are needed per
destinations without a car.
1.04, CW-1.05, CW-1.06, WS- highway.
to another mode.
Reduce the demand for park-n-ride facilities. Promote a park once strategy and
1.01, WS-1.03, WS-1.08, WS- Mode share targets for each the California vehicle code
Reduction in traffic incidents.
coordinate transit services with mainline systems from accommodation areas. And
1.09, WS-1.10, WS-1.11, WS- travel framework phase hits Increasing fine will need
in emergency
partner with lodging areas for private shuttles to service the corridor from lodging . 1.14, WS-2.04, WS-2.06, WS- Decrease
to be discussed at higher
minimum of 80% of target.
response times.
levels
2.07, WS-2.08, WS-2.11, WS- Visitor awareness of shuttle
Measurable reduction in
Implement and enforce no roadside parking recommendations from Item 5.
Addressing increasing
2.12, WS-2.13, WS-2.14, WS- program.
congestion levels.
visitation
demand needs
4.03, WS-5.01, WS-5.02 Improved
Results oflake
travel
surveys
clarity.
to occur at a regional level
indicate of
a positive
Develop and implement a unified branding and marketing strategy to promote noNumber
pedestrian and
experience.
car access options to recreation areas.
bikes
using new trail system.
15% of visitors
Implement point source congestion management strategies throughout the Pope to
Number
of milesutilize
of Noa parkone strategy
and access as
Baldwin Segment to reduce delays and increase transit ridership.
Parking
Zone implemented
transit frommodes
their of
Establish a sustainable funding source that addresses varying land manager
alternative
accommodations.
requirements while collecting revenue from parking and/or transit to subsidize
transportation
have shifted to
Increasedparking,
operations
budget
transit operations and the operation of a parking management system. The
organized
transit,
for
land
managers.
and trail systems.
administrator of the system should be an entity that can work with partner agencies
Transit and parking
to pool resources as well as pursue additional funding sources such as applying for
management system have
State Transit Assistance (STA) funds and grant programs.
sustainable funding source.
Utilize a reservation system for shuttle use to distribute peak use and provide a
system that can be used to reduce visitation, if needed, with the understanding that
Lack of consistent, frequent, and marketed transit within the corridor
Yes ‐ findings for
Develop
an easily accessible,
frequent,
fun, and
system
serve
Item 1, Item 4, Item 5, Item Reduction in vehicle
shifting recreation
use and unmet
demand
willconsistent
need to betransit
addressed
astopart
of a
negatively impacts the number of people able to arrive to recreation
restricting roadside
corridor
recreation
destinations during the summer months. Consider an express
26; CW‐1.02, CW‐1.03, CW‐ congestion along the highway.
basinwide
approach.
destinations without a car.
parking
are needed per the
Mode
share
targets
for
each
transit
service
to
Emerald
Bay
from
a
park‐n‐ride
1.04,
CW‐1.05,
CW‐1.06,
WS‐
area
south
of
Emerald
Bay.
Consider
Enhance the bus stops and pull-offs through Emerald Bay to improve transit
California vehicle code
1.01, WS‐1.03, WS‐1.08, WS‐ travel framework phase hits
expanding
to otherreliability.
peak weekends during the winter and off‐season.
operationstransit
and increase
Increasing
fine will need to
minimum
of
80%
of
target.
1.09,
WS‐1.10,
WS‐1.11,
WS‐
Develop turnaround locations (such as a roundabout) near the north gate at Emerald
be discussed at higher
1.14, WS‐2.04, WS‐2.06, WS‐ Visitor awareness of shuttle
Reduce the demand for park‐n‐ride facilities. Promote a park once strategy and
Bay and as part of parking/shuttle stop improvements at Bayview Campground for
levels
coordinate transit services with mainline systems from accommodation areas. Partner 2.07, WS‐2.08, WS‐2.11, WS‐ program.
buses to tunaround.
Addressing increasing
2.12, WS‐2.13, WS‐2.14, WS‐ Results of travel surveys
with lodging areas for private shuttles to service the corridor from lodging .
Incorporate visitor experience opportunities as part of the transit system to
indicate a positive experience. visitation demand needs to
4.03, WS‐5.01, WS‐5.02
encourage use.
occur at a regional level
15% of visitors utilize a park‐
Implement and enforce no roadside parking recommendations from Item 5.
Identify a location near the Y or West Way that can be developed as a park-none strategy and access
ride/bike to serve corridor users entering the corridor from the south.
transit from their
Develop and implement a unified branding and marketing strategy to promote no‐car
Utilize the underutilized parking area at Sugar Pine Point State Park as a park-naccommodations.
access options to recreation areas.
ride/bike location in the northern area of the corridor. Improvements should allow
Increased operations budget
Implement point source congestion management strategies throughout the Pope to
for the facility
to also
improve
TART
andtransit
bus turnaround
for land managers.
Baldwin
Segment
to reduce
delays
andservice
increase
ridership. for the north shore.
Transit and parking
Establish a sustainable funding source that addresses varying land manager
Subsidize private
water
taxi operations
to promote
use of water
options to
reach
management system have
requirements
while
collecting
revenue from
parking and/or
transittaxi
to subsidize
transit
recreation
destinations
and
create
a
desired
recreation
experience
in
and
of
itself.
sustainable funding source.
operations and the operation of a parking management system. The administrator of
the system should be an entity that can work with partner agencies to pool resources
well as pursue
additional
funding sources
suchBay
as applying
for State
Transit as part Item 3; WS-2.05, WS-2.11, Transit reliability and
Bus stop locations are limited in Emerald Bay and vehicles are often illegally as
Formalize
bus stop
pulloff locations
in Emerald
so the design
is integrated
Assistance
(STA) areas:
funds and grant programs.
parked in the bus stop.
of the following
WS-2.12, WS-2.13, WS-2.14 ridership increased.
Northbound pulloff at Inspiration Point
Utilize a reservation system for shuttle use to distribute peak use and provide a system
Northbound pulloff at Vikingsholm Parking lot
that can be used to reduce visitation, if needed, with the understanding that shifting
Southbound pulloff part of redesigned roadside parking area at Eagle Falls
recreation use and unmet demand will need to be addressed as part of a basinwide
Southbound pulloff part at Inspiration Point or as part of a redesign of Bayview
approach.
Campground to a small off-highway parking lot and shuttle stop to meet winter and
Enhance the bus stops and pull‐offs through Emerald Bay to improve transit operations
shoulder
season
recreation access needs when the summer shuttle is not in
and
increase
reliability.
operation.
Develop
turnaround locations (such as a roundabout) near the north gate at Emerald
Bay and as part of parking/shuttle stop improvements at Bayview Campground for
buses
to tunaround.
Implement
elements discussed in Item 3.
Incorporate visitor experience opportunities as part of the transit system to encourage
use.
Identify a location near the Y or West Way that can be developed as a park‐n‐ride/bike
to serve corridor users entering the corridor from the south.
Utilize the underutilized parking area at Sugar Pine Point State Park as a park‐n‐
ride/bike location in the northern area of the corridor. Improvements should allow for
the facility to also improve TART service and bus turnaround for the north shore.
Develop public/private partnerships to deliver water taxi operations and promote use
of water taxi options to reach recreation destinations and create a desired recreation
experience in and of itself.

4

Bus stop locations are limited in Emerald Bay and vehicles are often illegally
parked in the bus stop.

Formalize bus stop pulloff locations in Emerald Bay so the design is integrated as part
of the following areas:
Northbound pulloff at Inspiration Point
Northbound pulloff at Vikingsholm Parking lot
Southbound pulloff part of redesigned roadside parking area at Eagle Falls
Southbound pulloff part at Inspiration Point or as part of a redesign of Bayview
Campground to a small off‐highway parking lot and shuttle stop to meet winter and
shoulder season recreation access needs when the summer shuttle is not in operation.
Potential turnarounds at Emerald Bay’s northern and southern gates and as part of the
Bayview transit pulloff.
Implement elements discussed in Item 3.
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Does the
the
Does
Recommendation
Recommendation
Require Additional
Additional
Require
Action at
at aa County
Countyor
or
State
State Level?
Level?
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Item 3; WS‐2.05, WS‐2.11, Transit reliability and
WS‐2.12, WS‐2.13, WS‐2.14 ridership increased.
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Item
Item
ID
Corridor Issues
Issues
ID
Corridor
55

Strategies
Strategies

Summer recreation
recreationusers
usersarriving
arrivingtotobeach
beachentries,
entries,trailheads
trailheadsand
and
offRestrict/relocateroadside
roadsideparking
parkingfrom
within
Pope
Baldwin
and Emerald
Summer
off‐highway
Restrict/relocate
thethe
Pope
to to
Baldwin
Segment
to D.L. Bay
Bliss and
highway
vista
by carsignificant
creates significant
asuse
motorists
use shift
segments
and shift parking
to off-highway
parking lot or park-n-ride/bike
locations
or parkvista
points
by points
car creates
congestioncongestion
as motorists
the highway
to off‐highway
lot or park‐n‐ride/bike
locations or park‐once
strategies
the
highway
as
a
defacto
parking
lot
and
search
for
a
place
to
park
along
the
once
strategies
from
lodging
accommodations
and/or
other
recreation
sites.
as a defacto parking lot and search for a place to park along the side of the
from lodging accommodations and/or other recreation sites.
side ofThe
thetraffic
road.congestion
The traffic impacts
congestion
impactsresponse
emergency
response
road.
emergency
operations
and
operations
and
overall traffic flow.
overall
traffic
flow.
Implementan
anadaptive
adaptivemanagement
managementstrategy
strategytotomonitor
monitorroadside
roadside
parking
impacts
Implement
parking
impacts
near Sugar
Sugar Pine
PinePoint
PointState
StatePark
Parkand
andMeeks
MeeksBay
Bayand
andimplement
implement
restrict/relocate
near
restrict/relocate
parking
parking as
as appropriate.
appropriate.
Increase
areas.
Increasefine
finefor
forparking
parkingalong
alongthe
theroadside
roadsideininrestricted
restricted
areas.
Utilize
striping,
and No roadside
Parking Zones
to provide
consistency and clarification
Utilize barriers,
barriers to
help enforce
parking
restrictions.
for
visitors
and to assist
in enforcement
of roadside
restrictions.
Utilize
technology
to help
enforce roadside
parkingparking
restrictions
-- use of license plate
readers for ticketing.
Utilize
barriers,
striping, for
andthird-party
No Parkingticketing/warnings
Zones to provide consistency
clarification
Consider
opportunities
to increaseand
enforcement.
for visitors and to assist in enforcement of roadside parking restrictions.
Develop and implement a unified branding and marketing strategy to promote noConsider
third‐party ticketing/warnings to increase enforcement.
car accessopportunities
to recreationfor
areas.
Utilize ITS to notify motorists of transit opportunities, when parking is full, and
Develop and implement a unified branding and marketing strategy to promote no‐car
sustainable access opportunities.
access to recreation areas.
Utilize real-time information (through the use of technology such as cameras,
Utilize ITS to notify motorists of transit opportunities, when parking is full, and
counters, and cell data) to inform the public of travel conditions and allow land
sustainable access opportunities.
managers to adapt strategies.
Utilize real‐time information (through the use of technology such as cameras, counters,
Develop
turnaround
locations
(such
as a roundabout)
near
the land
northmanagers
gate andto
south
and
cell data)
to inform
the public
of travel
conditions and
allow
gates at
Emerald Bay where motorists can return to park-n-ride locations or offadapt
strategies.
highway
parking
lots
without
creating
congestion
issues.
Develop turnaround locations (such as a roundabout) near the north gate and south
Implement
a multimodal
travel
system
(i.e.,
shuttle,
bike path,locations
water taxi)
gates
at Emerald
Bay where
motorists
can
return
to park‐n‐ride
or to
off‐provide
access toparking
a sustainable
number
of visitors
who would
highway
lots without
creating
congestion
issues.otherwise be displaced from
the
restriction/relocation
of
roadside
parking.
Implement a multimodal travel system (i.e., shuttle, bike path, water taxi) to provide
access to a sustainable number of visitors who would otherwise be displaced from the
restriction/relocation of roadside parking.
Improve bus stops to meet accessibility requirements, enforce no parking in bus
stops, and connect bus stops to recreation areas by shared-use pathways.
Improve bus stops to meet accessibility requirements, enforce no parking in bus stops,
and
connect
bus stops tocorridor
recreation
areasmanagement
by shared‐usesystem
pathways.
Develop
a coordinated
parking
that is implemented in
tandem with transit and other implementation strategies. The management system
Develop
a
coordinated
corridor
parking
management
system
that
is implemented in
should be designed to meet desired corridor outcomes.
tandem with transit and other implementation strategies and is either part of or
aligned
with
a regional system.
management
systemland
should
be designed
to meet
Establish
a sustainable
fundingThe
source
that addresses
manager
requirements
desired
corridor outcomes.
Theparking
parking and/or
management
shouldtransit
incorporate
a
while collecting
revenue from
transitsystem
to subsidize
operations
reservation
system of
as adescribed
in Item 6.
and the operation
parking management
system. The administrator of the system

6

76

8

7

9

Associated Strategies
Strategiesand
and
Associated
Projects (Item
(Item ID
IDand
and
Projects
Project ID)
ID)
Project

Success Measurement
Measurement
Success

Item 1,
1, Item
Item 3,
3, Item
Item26;
26;CW‐
CW- 50
Reduction
in vehicle in the
Item
percent reduction
1.02, CW‐1.03,
CW-1.03, CW‐1.04,
CW-1.04, WS‐
WS- length
congestion
along
the
1.02,
of delay
time
to get
1.03,
WS-2-04,
WS-2.06,
WShighway.
1.03, WS‐2‐04, WS‐2.06, WS‐ through the corridor.
2.07, WS‐2.14,
WS-2.14, WS‐4.05,
WS-4.05, WS‐
WS- Mode
Modeshare
sharetargets
targetsfor
foreach
each
2.07,
5.05
travelframework
frameworkphase
phasehits
hits
5.05
travel
minimumof
of80%
80%ofoftarget.
target.
minimum
Visitor
Visitorawareness
awarenessofofshuttle
shuttle
program.
program.
Results
Resultsof
oftravel
travelsurveys
surveys
indicate
indicateaapositive
positiveexperience.
15%
of visitors utilize a park‐
experience.
once
and
access
15% strategy
of visitors
utilize
a parktransit
from their
once strategy
and access
accommodations.
transit from their
Transit
and parking
accommodations.
management system have a
Transit and parking
predictable andsustainable
management system have a
funding source.
sustainable funding source.
Miles of No Parking Zones
Delay for emergency access
created
decreased.

Doesthe
the
Does
Recommendation
Recommendation
Require
Additional
Require Additional
Action at
at aa County
Countyor
or
Action
StateLevel?
Level?
State
Yes‐-findings
findingsfor
for
Yes
restrictingroadside
roadside
restricting
parking
are
needed
parking are needed perper
the
the
California
vehicle
code
California
vehicle
code
Increasing
fine
will
need
Increasing
fine
will
need
to
tobebediscussed
discussed
higher
at at
higher
levels
levels

should be an entity that can work with partner agencies to pool resources and
Establish a predictable and sustainable funding source to pay for the parking
pursue other funding sources such as applying for State Transit Assistance (STA)
management system and subsidize the transit, parking, and trails operations and
funds and grant programs.
maintenance. The system should addresses land manager requirements, such as fees
for entry versus parking. The administrator of the system should be an entity that can
De
work
withand
partner
agencies
to pool resources
pursue other
such as Item 3, Item 5, Item 26; CW- Sustainable visitation levels
Demand for recreation access peaks in the corridor from 10AM to 3PM
Develop
implement
a reservation
systemand
to disperse
and funding
managesources
demands
applying
for the
State
Transit Assistance (STA) funds and grant programs.
creating stress on the transportation system and causing crowding and
throughout
day.
1.04
are dispersed throughout the
day.
congestion.
De
Demandparking
hour curve
is flattened
for recreation
access
peaks
in the
10AM are
to 3PM
implement
reservation
system to
disperse
and manage
demands
Item 3,
3, Item
26; CW‐
Limited
facilities
at Eagle
Falls
andcorridor
Bayviewfrom
trailheads
used by Develop
Developand
a transit
systema with
early morning
and
late evening
runs that
serves
Item
Item 5,
5; Item
WS-2.06,
WS- Peak
Sustained
recreation
access
with
more people
creating
stress
on the users
transportation
and causing
crowding and
throughout
the day.
1.04
arriving
overnight
recreation
accessingsystem
Desolation
Wilderness.
overnight backcountry
users and include parking and transit pass as part of the
2.07
and travel
experience
to
in the day.
congestion.
earlier
or later
backcountry permit.
Desolation
Wilderness
(Similar
access. to Muir Woods
Reservation system should provide options for different groups (e.g., pools for locals,
example.)
pools for underserved groups that can’t afford peak pricing).
Increased turnover rate in
areas,
such
as vistain offOff-highway parking areas are closed in the winter and a portion of the off- Keep parking lots open year-round.
Item 5, Item 7; WS-1.17, WS- select
Parking
along
roadside
enhance visitor
season causing recreation users to park along the highway shoulder to
1.18, WS-2.18, WS-3.04, WS- points,
seasonto
and
winter is not
photo opportunities.
access recreation sites.
4.06, WS-5.06
required because of access
Coordinate management strategies to allow for snow removal of parking areas in the
to off-highway parking lots.
Limited parking facilities at Eagle Falls and Bayview trailheads are used by
Develop a transit system with early morning and late evening runs that serves
Item 3, Item 5; WS‐2.06, WS‐ Sustained recreation access
winter after highway snow removal efforts are completed.
overnight recreation users accessing Desolation Wilderness.
overnight backcountry users and include parking and transit pass as part of the
2.07
and travel experience to
backcountry permit.
Desolation Wilderness access
measured
by the
number
Roadway design restricts transit access to Emerald Bay.
Conduct a Project Study Report (PSR) of Emerald Bay and SR 89 south of Emerald Bay Item 1, Item 26; WS-2.09 as
Improved
transit
access
and
of
backcountry
users to
who
near Cascade Road to evaluate roadway design elements such as the following:
reliability
of service
reserve
Striping the fog line and rebuilding the shoulder of SR 89 near Cascade Road.
Emeraldparking
Bay. and or transit
passes as part of their
Removing the final/tightest switchback as SR 89 enters Emerald Bay just west of
backcountry permit.
Eagle Point Campground.
Number of backcountry
Lowering the elevation of SR 89 along the ridgeline as the roadway passes between
visitors
with a positive
Emerald Bay and Cascade Lake to allow for a widened shoulder and guard rails.
experience accessing the
backcountry under the new
system.

8
10

Keep
strategically
parking
lots of
open
year‐round.
Off‐highway
parking
are closed
in the
winter
and
a portion
the off‐
Roadway design
andareas
operations
restrict
year
round
access
(andof
emergency
Conduct
a Projectlocated
Study Report
(PSR)
Emerald
Bay to evaluate roadway design
season
users to park along the highway shoulder to access elements as discussed in Item 9 and to evaluate avalanche control features and
access)causing
aroundrecreation
Emerald Bay.
recreation sites.
management strategies to improve year round access.
Coordinate management strategies to allow for snow removal of parking areas in the
winter after highway snow removal efforts are completed.

11

Limited areas for emergency response activities.

9

Roadway design, including hairpin turns and narrow shoulders, restricts
transit access to Emerald Bay. Buses are restricted in capacity which impacts
the cost of providing service.

10

Roadway design and operations restrict year‐round access around Emerald
Bay. This impacts commuters, emergency responders, and recreation access.

SR-89 Corridor Management Plan

Improve Fallen Leaf Road for emergency response and evacuation needs. Install
Adaptively
manage
corridor
areas to strategically identify roadside areas that
access gates
and fire
locks, ifparking
needed.
may
be appropriate
for recreation
in the
winter and
off‐season
when transit is
Improve
the Camp Richardson
pieraccess
to have
a multi-use
function
for lakeward
not
operating.
emergency access.

With potential land use reconfigurations at Jameson Beach Road, repurpose existing
Conduct
a Project
Studypolice/fire
Report (PSR)
of Emerald
Bay and SR 89 operations.
south of Emerald Bay
structures
for summer
staging
and administration,
near Cascade Road to evaluate roadway design elements such as the following:
Striping
fog line and
rebuilding
theatshoulder
of SR 89 near
Cascade
Developthe
emergency
access
pullouts
regular intervals
and sign
and Road.
enforce no
Removing
final/tightest
as SR
enters Emerald Bay just west of Eagle
parking in the
pullouts,
vehiclesswitchback
must not be
left89
unattended.
Point Campground.
Designate and improve the road construction staging area west of Bayview
Lowering the elevation of SR 89 along the ridgeline as the roadway passes between
Campground at Emerald Bay as a helipad access site.
Emerald Bay and Cascade Lake to allow for a widened shoulder and guard rails.

Conduct a Project Study Report (PSR) of Emerald Bay to evaluate roadway design
elements as discussed in Item 9 and to evaluate avalanche control features and
management strategies to improve year round access.

Item
Item
7; WS‐1.17,
WS‐
Item5,11,
Item
26; WS-2.09,
1.18, WS‐2.18,
WS‐3.04, WS‐
WS-2.18
4.06, WS‐5.06

Number
of road
winter
roadside
Minimum
closure
of SR
parked
cars
is reduced
89 in the
winter
due towith
access
to
plowed
off‐highway
avalanche management.
parking lots.
Visitor experience rating
duepull-outs
to safe available
Item 10; WS-1.12, WS-1.13, increases
Emergency
located
to their
winter
WS-1.14, WS-2.08, WS-2.16, parking
every 1/2
to 1 mile
along the
WS-2.17, WS-3.03, WS-4.04, recreation destination.
corridor.
WS-5.04
Increased in-corridor
emergency response staging
Item 1, Item 26; WS‐2.09 Improved frequency
locations. and
reliability of transit service to
Emerald Bay.
Reduction in cost of transit
service.

Item 11, Item 26; WS‐2.09,
WS‐2.18

Minimum road closure of SR
89 in the winter due to
avalanche management.

A-3

CORRIDOR CHALLENGES AND STRATEGIES
Item
ID
Corridor Issues
11

Limited access for emergency response activities.

Strategies
Improve Fallen Leaf Road for emergency response and evacuation needs. Install access
gates and fire locks, if needed.
Improve the Camp Richardson pier to have a multi‐use function for lakeward
emergency access.
With potential land use reconfigurations at Jameson Beach Road, repurpose existing
structures for summer police/fire staging and administration, operations.

Associated Strategies and
Projects (Item ID and
Project ID)

Success Measurement

Item 10; WS‐1.12, WS‐1.13,
WS‐1.14, WS‐2.08, WS‐2.16,
WS‐2.17, WS‐3.03, WS‐4.04,
WS‐5.04

Emergency pull‐outs located
every 1/2 to 1 mile.
Increased in‐corridor
emergency response staging
locations.

Item 26, CW‐1.11

Implementation of recreation
zone speed limit.

Does the
Recommendation
Require Additional
Action at a County or
State Level?

Develop emergency access and evacuation pullouts at regular intervals and sign and
enforce no parking in pullouts, vehicles must not be left unattended.
Consider a first responder base station at Camp Richardson.
Designate and improve the road construction staging area west of Bayview
Campground at Emerald Bay as a helipad access site.
Provide strategically located turn around points along SR 89 (roundabouts,
hammerheads, or pullouts) allowing emergency responders the ability to turn around
and respond in the opposite direction.
12

Motorists travel through high use recreation areas at high travel speeds, even Implement a recreation corridor speed limit that allows for reducing the speed limit
during peak summer periods.
around recreation sites during the summer and other peak recreation use days.

13

Recreation use levels and limited operations and maintenance budgets have Support requests for increased budgets for operations and maintenance (annual and
Item 3, Item 5, Item 26; CW‐ Increased operation budgets
stretched land manager’s ability to protect natural and cultural resources and capital) including staffing of recreation areas and implementation of capital projects to
1.04, CW‐1.07
for land managers to meet
improve existing facility infrastructure from user impacts.
manage user behavior and minimize impacts on natural and cultural resources.
goals for public lands
(including resource protection
and visitor access.)
Manage corridor access to disperse use during peak periods and establish a framework
Flexibility to spend dollars
for organizing and managing visitor arrivals.
across jurisdictional
boundaries.
Let revenue stay local for reinvestment into the corridor.

14

The need for improved piers and lack of staffing prevent the opportunity for Improve the piers at Camp Richardson and Emerald Bay and construct a new pier at
water taxis to serve Camp Richardson, Emerald Bay, and Sugar Pine Point
Sugar Pine Point State Park to meet water taxi requirements.
State Parks. The lack of improved piers impacts ADA/ABA access and prevents
Increase staffing budgets to monitor and oversee uses at the piers.
emergency response teams from easily accessing the water.

Item 5, Item 13, Item 26; WS‐ Pier improvements completed
1‐14, WS‐2.08, WS‐5.09
and operational needs met.

15

Lack of power and broadband and cellular infrastructure and fiber
Enhance broadband and fiber service where feasible.
communications in the corridor impedes the ability to provide real‐time travel
information and implement corridor recommendations.
Co‐locate technology and power infrastructure with the Tahoe Trail and roadway and
infrastructure improvements.
Evaluate opportunities for microcell technologies where other infrastructure
enhancements are not feasible.
Evaluate opportunities for microcell technologies where other infrastructure
enhancements are not feasible.
Evaluate opportunities with each project to co‐locate or enhance existing utility
infrastructure such as replacement of aging infrastructure or lack of utility
infrastructure.

Item 1, Item 26; CW‐1.01, CW‐ Access to technology
1.13, WS‐1.07, WS‐2.01, WS‐ improved along the corridor
2.2, WS‐2.03, WS‐2.10, WS‐ to support operations and
3.01, WS‐3.02, WS‐4.01, WS‐ Realtime travel information.
Improved utility infrastructure
4.02, WS‐5.03
throughout the corridor.

16

Traffic congestion associated with Pope Beach entry.

Implement recommendations associated with overall congestion management (Item
5).
Extend bike path to Pope Beach.
Relocate the entry kiosk and turn‐around further north along Pope Beach Road to
increase the vehicle capacity for queue along Pope Beach Road and off SR 89.

Item 5, Item 26; WS‐1.02

Reduced travel delays and
vehicular queue along SR 89
at Pope Beach Road.

Item 5, Item 26; WS‐1.04

Reduced travel delays and
vehicular queue along SR 89
at Jameson Beach Road.
Reduced number of
pedestrian crossings.

Item 5, Item 26; WS‐1.03

Increased dispersed use
among recreation sites in the
Pope to Baldwin Segment.
Fully utilized off‐highway
parking lot resources within
the segment.
Reduced travel delay in the
segment.

Add a second entry lane along Pope Beach Road to increase throughput and decrease
congestion. Consider an expedited lane for visitors without watercraft.
Explore legislative changes that would allow agencies an opportunity to flatten the
demand curve through variable pricing (come early, come late and pay a lower rate).
Consider utilizing a reservation system to distribute demand.
Utilize ITS to notify motorists of transit opportunities, when parking is full, and of
alternative transportation options.
17

Pedestrians crossing SR 89 at Jameson Beach Road cause vehicle delay.

Utilize adaptive management to address the issue in stages and evaluate
improvements.
Phase 1: Relocate the crosswalk from the eastern leg of the intersection to the western
leg. Consider installing a rail barrier at the eastern leg of the intersection to enforce use
of the western leg, thereby allowing a free left turn by motorists exiting Jameson Beach
Road. Relocate the Pope Baldwin Bike Path to behind the General Store.
Phase 2: Restrict roadside parking. This will reduce the number of pedestrian crossings
associated with people parking along the highway and using the pedestrian crossing to
either reach the facilities located on either side of the roadway.
Phase 3: Relocate the bike rental and ice cream shop uses to the northern side of the
roadway and consider creating an outdoor plaza and use area associated with the
relocated facilities. The existing buildings could be repurposed for offices for
administrative uses and potentially emergency responder staging.
Phase 4: Install a signal at the intersection to further control pedestrian movement
across the highway.

18

Disconnected recreation sites and parking lots within the Pope to Baldwin
segment discourage visitation of recreation areas west of Camp Richardson
and increases the frequency of motorists exiting and entering the highway to
find parking.

Implement recommendations associated with overall congestion management and
source specific issues occurring at Pope Beach Road and Jameson Beach Road (Items 5,
16, and 17).
Create an off‐highway vehicular circulation route (with parallel shared‐use pathway)
that connects the use areas associated with the Tallac Historic Site and Jameson Beach
Road to reduce the number of intersections along SR 89 and allow motorists to access
underused parking areas (such as the Taylor Creek Visitor Center parking area) and
disperse users to underutilized sites.
Create shared‐use path connections from the Pope to Baldwin Bike Path to beach
recreation sites such as Camp Richardson and Baldwin Beach.
Implement off‐highway parking projects associated with the LTBMU approved projects
as of 2020 (off‐highway parking lot improvements for Kiva Point, Tallac, Valhalla,
volunteer RV campground, Valhalla entrance, Baldwin Beach entrance, and snow play
area off Fallen Leaf Road.
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CORRIDOR CHALLENGES AND STRATEGIES
Item
ID
Corridor Issues
19

The Pope to Baldwin Bike Path is at capacity which discourages some users
from biking to recreation destinations in the Pope to Baldwin Segment.

Strategies
Create a cycle track in the Pope to Baldwin Segment utilizing the previously used
roadside parking location to increase the capacity for cyclists to ride to their recreation
destinations. Consider the shared use of a cycle track for priority transit access to
bypass congested areas. Move the existing path to behind the General Store.

Associated Strategies and
Projects (Item ID and
Project ID)
WS‐1.16

Success Measurement

Does the
Recommendation
Require Additional
Action at a County or
State Level?

Increased number of users
arriving to the Pope to
Baldwin segment by bicycle.

Enhance the natural surface trails west of the highway to facilitate bike access from
Gardner Mountain to the Camp Richardson area.
Enhance the eixsting Pope to Baldwin Bike Path through the development of pull‐offs
and vistas to allow slower moving users an opportunity to stop and take in the sites
and move out of the way of other cyclists.
20

Recreation corridor lacks a gateway that announces users have transitioned
into a special area.

Create recreation gateways at the southern and northern ends of the corridor.
Incorporate visitor travel information into the Taylor Creek Visitor Center and
potential new park‐n‐ride/bike locations in the corridor to share information about the
recreation corridor and parking and transportation options.

CW‐1.14, WS‐1.19, WS‐5.07 Improved wayfinding and
visitor experience. Increased
place recognition for overall
corridor.

Implement Vikingsholm parking and visitor facility improvements per California State
Park capital improvement program.
Item 26

Coordinated permit and
notification system.

21

Special events in the corridor are an economic driver, but they are also
sources of significant traffic, create additional demand for parking, and can
impact traffic flow if not managed.

Create a checklist for event permits/approval so that permittees acquire all of the
necessary permits and notify all of the required parties. Develop a coordinated
calendar so events do not occur during the same time.
Establish a travel access framework that can be utilized during large corridor events
such as Octoberfest.
Enhance ability to host more special events in order to generate more revenue for
corridor operations.

22

Roadway presents a barrier to wildlife movement from habitat areas to the
lake.

Create a wildlife crossing near West Way to facilitate wildlife movement under the
WS‐1.20, WS‐2.19, WS‐3.05, Reduced wildlife/vehicular
incidents.
roadway.
WS‐4.07, WS‐5.08
Create a wildlife crossing in the Emerald Bay area to facilitate wildlife movement under
the roadway.
Design Meeks Creek Bridge and fish crossing structures to facilitate wildlife movement.

23

Wildfire risk is increased with above ground powerlines in the corridor.

Where feasible, underground powerlines and co‐locate utilities with the Tahoe Trail
corridor. Include conduit for future fiber‐optic upgrades. Hardening of the
infrastructure may be acceptable when undergrounding is not feasible.

24

Stormwater improvements are degraded and do not function due to vehicles Implement strategies associated with Item 5 and restrict/relocate roadside parking.
parking in them.

25

The viaduct and Vikingsholm parking area have subsiding soils which require
creative engineering and improving the Vikingsholm parking lot.

Implement Vikingsholm parking and visitor facility improvements per California State
Park capital improvement program.

Item 1; CW‐1.01, CW‐1.13,
WS‐2.01, WS‐2.02, WS‐2.03,
WS‐3.01, WS‐4.01
Item 5; WS‐1.03, WS‐2.04,
WS‐2.06, WS‐2.07

WS‐2.05

Powerlines undergrounded.
No vehicles parking in
stormwater improvement
areas. Improved lake clarity.
Reconstruction and
renovation of the Vikingsholm
parking area with visitor
facilities and placemaking.

Encourage a multi‐agency approach to the new improvements that consider leveraging
partnerships and increasing grant options with by incorporating a segment of the
Tahoe Trail from Vikingsholm to the wedding vista. Including Eagle Falls parking, transit
pull‐offs, and the Tahoe Trail as part of the project can reduce overall construction
costs and interruption to traffic flow for visitors by consolidating project
improvements.
26

The corridor recommendations require a partnership and champion (or
project lead) to move recommendations forward and implement the plan
over time.

Formalize agency partnerships and decision‐making process to move key
Implementation of plan
implementation strategies forward. The partnership should serve as an on‐going
strategies and projects is
opportunity for agency discussion and problem‐solving related to the shared roles and
tightly connected to the
responsibilities for operations and maintenance in the SR 89 corridor and problem‐
partnership moving forward
solving the shared issues related to visitation, congestion, safety, emergency access
and establishing project leads
issues, leveraging funding, and joint grant applications.
to champion plan
Topics for continued discussion include, but are not limited to:
implementation.
Tahoe Trail completion
Parking management
Enforcement
Visitation levels and balancing protection of natural and cultural resources, operations
and infrastructure capacity, and desired visitor experience.
Funding
Emergency access
Year‐round access, roadway design, and avalanche control
Creative solutions
Transit
Parking areas and park‐n‐rides/bike

Partnership formed and
decision‐making process
established and agreed upon.
Regular meetings occur.
CMP is implemented.

The partnership should consider the following in order to be effective:
Decision‐making rules should be established, i.e., deciding whether consensus is
required to move forward on a given action. It should be recognized that land
managers have final authority for decisions on their lands while having a goal for
consistency in the overall approach for the corridor. Projects and implementation
actions should be made in consideration to how they help the overall corridor achieve
its goals.
Staff from a lead agency should be identified to set agendas, send meeting invites,
secure meeting venues, and record meeting minutes and outcomes. The lead agency
can rotate every year to two years to address capacity issues.
A partnership chair should be determined to help set agendas and run meetings.
Establish a regular meeting schedule (at least quarterly and for enough time to have a
rich and productive discussion where outcomes and roles and responsibilities are
reviewed).
Accountability is essential. Each meeting should result in specific actions assigned to
individuals or agencies and a timeline for their completion.

It is recognized that top‐level agency support is needed for agency staff to participate
and have adequate time and operational dollars to be engaged in the partnership.

SR-89 Corridor Management Plan
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SR 89 Recreation Corridor Management Plan
Recommended Projects and Partners Matrix

*Operations

RECOMMENDED PROJECTS AND PARTNERS

Planning
Design/Engineering
Monitoring
Project Lead

Project ID

Project Name

Description

Project Type*
OP

PL

D/E

Phase

Landowner/
Management
Agency(is)

Consider Coordination
with Other Projects
(ID's)

Potential Partners

EIP Project Correlation

MO

TTD

USFS

CDPR

CALTRANS

CHP

EDC SHERIFF

EDC

TRPA

TRIBE

VENDOR

PC

CSLT

TART

SR 89 RECREATION CORRIDOR SEGMENTS
CORRIDORWIDE PROJECTS (OR ASSOCIATED WITH THREE OR MORE CORRIDOR SEGMENTS)

CW‐1.01

Tahoe Trail Feasibility Study

Conduct feasibility study and develop alternative alignments for the Tahoe Trail from Spring Creek Road to Meeks
Bay Resort.

CW‐1.02

ITS and shuttle marketing

Corridor ITS signage for realtime travel information and corridorwide shuttle marketing program

X

X

CW‐1.03

Realtime transit and parking app

Corridorwide realtime notification of parking availability and transit opportunities through mobile app

CW‐1.04

Reservation and parking management and fee system
framework

CW‐1.05

Develop a South Shore transit maintenance facility

Reservation and parking management and fee programs for Pope to Baldwin and Emerald Bay Segment parking
areas and transit. Addresses fee collection and operation of system in coordination with partner requirements.
X
Develop a South Shore transit maintenance facility (facility likely to not be located in the corridor, but is needed to
operate desired transit levels in the corridor)

Water taxi partnership

Subsidizing private water taxi operations to increase service levels and keep costs affordable for public access to
the SR 89 Corridor.

CW‐1.06
CW‐1.06A

South Shore water taxi partnership

CW‐1.06B

North Shore water taxi partnership

CW‐1.07

Increased operation budgets

CW‐1.08

Regional visitation study

CW‐1.09

Future transit stop development

Subsidies for South Shore water taxi service to Camp Richardson and Emerald Bay
Subsidies for North Shore water taxi service to Camp Richardson and Emerald Bay
Increase operation budgets for land managers to effectively balance visitation and natural and cultural resource
protection.

CW‐1.10

Monitoring
Recreation zone speed limit

Monitor achievement of CMP objectives annually with responsibility scheduled quarterly.
Develop and implement a recreation zone speed limit that can be enacted in high use recreation zones during
peak use periods.

CW‐1.12

Bike lanes or widened shoulders

Evaluate feasibility of including bike lanes or widened shoulders with removal of shoulder parking. At a minimum,
in steep sections consider a bike lane in the uphill direction and corresponding sharrow in the downhill direction.

CW‐1.13

Utility undergrounding

Pursue opportunities for utility undergrounding and co‐locate fiber for broadband access.

CW‐1.14

Interpretive program and wayfinding Signage

Develop a Corridor‐wide interpretive program and theme and wayfinding signage.

WS‐1.01

WS‐1.02

WS‐1.03

WS‐1.04

SnoPark parking and transit stop

X

X

X
X

X

USFS

USFS, CDPR,
CALTRANS

CW‐1.11, CW‐1.13

#04.01.02.0060

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

1

TTD

USFS, CDPR,
CALTRANS

CW‐1.03

#03.01.02.0115
#03.01.02.0054

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

TTD

USFS, CDPR,
CALTRANS

CW‐1.02

#03.01.02.0102

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

1

1

TTD

USFS/CDPR

2

TTD

EC/CSLT

CW‐1.02, CW‐1.03
WS‐1.03, WS‐2.04, WS‐
2.04, WS‐2.06, WS‐2.07
WS‐1.03, WS‐1.14, WS‐
2.04, WS‐2.04, WS‐2.06,
WS‐2.07
WS‐2.06, WS‐2.07, WS‐
2.08

X

2

TTD

USFS/CDPR

X

3

TTD

USFS/CDPR

X

2

TTD

X

1

USFS/CDPR

USFS/CDPR
USFS/CDPR/
CALTRANS

X

2

TRPA/TTD

X

3

TTD

X

1, 2, 3

TTD

USFS/CDPR
USFS/CDPR/
CALTRANS
USFS/CDPR/
CALTRANS

X

1, 2, 3

TRPA

CALTRANS

CW‐1.01

3

TRPA

CALTRANS

CW‐1.01
CW‐1.01
CW‐1.01, CW‐1.02, CW‐
1.03, WS‐1.19

X

X

X

Develop a single track trail as a mid‐slope alignment for a single track trail to serve multi‐use trail users.

X

WS‐2.06, WS‐2.07

WS‐1.03, WS‐2.04, WS‐
2.04, WS‐2.06, WS‐2.07
WS‐1.03, WS‐2.04, WS‐
2.04, WS‐2.06, WS‐2.07

#03.01.02.0038
#03.01.02.0054
#03.01.02.0038
#03.01.02.0136

X

#03.01.02.0121
#03.01.02.0127

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

#03.01.02.0127

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

#01.01.03.0036
#01.01.03.0036
#03.01.02.0054
#01.01.03.0036
#03.01.02.0054

X

X

1

USFS

USFS

X

1

TTD

USFS/TRIBE

CW‐1.02, CW‐1.03

#03.01.02.0054

X

X

1&2

USFS

USFS

CW‐1.02, CW‐1.03

#01.01.03.0036
#03.01.02.0054

X

X

X

TTD/USFS

USFS

CW‐1.02, CW‐1.03

#01.01.04.0014

X

X

X

1, 2, & 3

USFS

USFS

CW‐1.02, CW‐1.03

#01.01.03.0036
#03.01.02.0054

X

X

X

X

X

X

USFS/CDPR
USFS/CDPR/
CALTRANS

X

X

X

TTD

X

X

X

USFS

Utilize adaptive management to address the issue in stages and evaluate improvements.
Phase 1: Relocate the crosswalk from the eastern leg of the intersection to the western leg. Consider installing a
rail barrier at the eastern leg of the intersection to enforce use of the western leg, thereby allowing a free left turn
by motorists exiting Jameson Beach Road. Relocate the Pope Baldwin Bike Path so it crosses Jameson Beach Road
further to the north and away from the SR 89/Jameson Beach Road intersection.
Phase 2: Restrict roadside parking. This will reduce the number of pedestrian crossings associated with people
parking along the highway and using the pedestrian crossing to either reach the uses located on either side of the
roadway.
Phase 3: Relocate the bike rental and ice cream shop uses to the northern side of the roadway and consider
creating an outdoor plaza and use area associated with the relocated facilities. The existing buildings could be
repurposed for offices for administrative uses and potentially emergency responder staging.
Phase 4: Install a signal at the intersection to further control pedestrian movement across the highway.
X

X

X

1, 2, 3

2

X

X

1, 2, 3

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

#03.01.02.0140

X

X

X

X

#03.01.02.0054
#01.01.03.0036
#03.01.02.0054
#01.01.03.0036
#03.01.02.0054

X

Improvements to the existing SnoPark parking area to delineate parking areas and designate an area for a
temporary shuttle service from SnoPark to Emerald Bay. Improvements should recognize and be designed to not
impact Washoe cultural uses and events.

Relocate the entry kiosk further north along Pope Beach Road to increase the vehicle capacity for queue along
Pope Beach Road and off SR 89.
Add a second entry lane along Pope Beach Road to increase throughput and decrease congestion. Consider an
expedited lane for visitors without watercraft.
Consider opening entry into the recreation area earlier in the morning to shift demand.
Consider utilizing a reservation system to distribute demand.
Point source congestion management at Pope Beach Road Utilize ITS to notify motorists of transit opportunities, when parking is full, and sustainable access opportunities.
Summer transit/shuttle service to segment recreation areas
Restrict/relocate roadside parking, increase enforcement, and utilize barriers to facilitate compliance
USFS LTBMU Tallac Historic Site BMP Retrofit Project
Internal circulator road (extend to Jameson Beach Road)
Shared‐use path connections paralleling the internal circulator road
Phase 2 and 3 transit framework , roadside parking
Parking area expansions
restrictions/relocation, and parking lot and circulation
Consistent and cohesive signage system for recreation sites and parking areas
improvements

Point source congestion management at Jameson Beach
Road

X

Build upon the Linking Tahoe Corridor Connection Plan, Sustainable Recreation Planning, Forest Plan, and Corridor
Planning and conduct a regional visitation study to help monitor and inform management decisions as corridor
management moves forward and address displacement of increasing visitation demands.
X
Evaluate the potential for additional transit stops and transit system based on corridor use and meeting CMP
objectives.
X

CW‐1.11

The Lake Trail single track trail
CW‐1.15
1‐POPE TO BALDWIN SEGMENT

X

X

1

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Jameson Beach Road shared use path

Develop a shared use path paralleling Jameson Beach Road from SR 89 to the beach

X

X

1

USFS

USFS

#01.01.03.0036

X

X

X

X

Baldwin Beach Road shared use path
Increase technology infrastructure and bandwidth in
corridor segment

Develop a shared use path paralleling Baldwin Beach Road from SR 89 to the beach

X

X

1

USFS

#03.01.02.0044

X

X

X

X

X

X

1&2

TTD

USFS
USFS/
CALTRANS

#03.01.02.0054

X

X

X

CW‐1.02, CW‐1.03

X

X

WS‐1.05

Increase technology infrastructure and bandwidth in corridor segment

X

X

WS‐1.06
WS‐1.07

X

X

X

X

*Project Type:
Operations, Planning, Design/Engineering, Monitoring
SR 89 Recreation Corridor Management Plan Projects and Partners Matrix
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Project Lead

Project ID Project Name
RECOMMENDED
PROJECTSDescription
AND PARTNERS

Project Type*
OP

PL

D/E

Phase

Landowner/
Management
Agency(is)

Transit stop at Pope Beach Road

Transit stop at Pope Beach Road (evaluate potential for both northbound and southbound stops)

X

X

2

TTD

USFS/
CALTRANS

WS‐1.09

Transit stop at Jameson Beach Road

Transit stop at Jameson Beach Road (evaluate potential for both northbound and southbound stops)

X

X

2

TTD

USFS/
CALTRANS

WS‐1.10

Transit stop at Baldwin Beach Road

Transit stop at Baldwin Beach Road (evaluate potential for both northbound and southbound stops)

X

X

2

TTD

USFS/
CALTRANS

WS‐1.11

Evaluate park‐n‐ride/bike locations at the Y and West Way Conduct feasibility study for park‐n‐ride/bike location at the Y and West Way

X

X

1

USFS/TTD

USFS/EC/CSLT

WS‐1.12

Improve Fallen Leaf Road for Emergency and Recreation
Access

X

X

1

EDC

EDC/USFS

X

2

USFS/
CALTRANS

USFS/
CALTRANS

WS‐1.14
WS‐1.15

Formalize emergency turnouts
Camp Richardson pier ‐ emergency access and transit
access
Gardner Mountain trail access

WS‐1.16

WS‐1.13

Formalize emergency turnouts (design as slow vehicle turnouts if possible)

CW‐1.02, CW‐1.03, WS‐
1.03, WS‐1.05, WS‐1.06,
WS‐2.04, WS‐2.04, WS‐
2.06, WS‐2.07, WS‐2.11,
WS‐2.12, WS‐2.13
CW‐1.02, CW‐1.03, WS‐
1.03, WS‐1.05, WS‐1.06,
WS‐2.04, WS‐2.04, WS‐
2.06, WS‐2.07, WS‐2.11,
WS‐2.12, WS‐2.13
CW‐1.02, CW‐1.03, WS‐
1.03, WS‐1.05, WS‐1.06,
WS‐2.04, WS‐2.04, WS‐
2.06, WS‐2.07, WS‐2.11,
WS‐2.12, WS‐2.13
CW‐1.02, CW‐1.03, WS‐
1.03, WS‐1.05, WS‐1.06,
WS‐2.04, WS‐2.04, WS‐

CW‐1.02, CW‐1.03, WS‐
1.18, WS‐2.09, WS‐2.16,
WS‐3.03, WS‐3.04, WS‐
4.06, WS‐5.04

X
X

X
X

2&3
2

TTD
USFS

USFS
USFS

CW‐1.06

Increase capacity for cyclist access to Camp Richardson

Evaluate the opportunity to utilize the Camp Richardson pier for emergency access and water taxi access.
Improve natural surface trail access from Gardner Mountain to Camp Richardson.
Evaluate increasing shared use path facilities or developing a seasonal cycle track along SR 89 to Camp Richardson
from South Lake Tahoe. Consider opportunity for cycle track to be designed as a shared bike/transit only lane
during the summer season.

X

X

2

TTD

USFS/
CALTRANS

WS‐1.17

Develop snow access parking areas in the segment.

Implement USFS planned projects for parking to access winter recreation activities near Fallen Leaf Road.

X

X

2

USFS

USFS

WS‐1.18

Off‐season and winter parking lot access.

Develop USFS operational measures to allow off‐highway parking areas to remain open during the off‐season and
winter to provide for winter recreation access.

2

USFS

USFS

WS‐1.03, WS‐2.04, WS‐
2.04, WS‐2.06, WS‐2.07
WS‐1.03, WS‐1.18, WS‐
2.04, WS‐2.04, WS‐2.06,
WS‐2.07
CW‐1.02, CW‐1.03, WS‐
1.17, WS‐2.18, WS‐3.04,
WS‐4‐06, WS‐5.06

Recreation Corridor Gateway Sign (near West Way)
Incorporate wildlife crossing improvements in the
segment, as appropriate

Recreation gateway signage to communicate to visitors that they have entered into a special area. Consider
incorporating ITS as part of signage system.
Evaluate locations for improved wildlife crossing features and separated crossing structures and implement as
appropriate.

USFS
USFS/
CALTRANS

CW‐1.01

WS‐1.19
WS‐1.20

X

X

X

1

USFS

X

2

TRPA

WS‐1.21

Pope Beach Road shared use path

Develop a shared use path paralleling Pope Beach Road from SR 89 to the beach

X

X

1

USFS

USFS

WS‐1.22

Fallen Leaf Lake Road and Spring Creek Road Parking Lots

Develop parking lots near the Fallen Leaf Lake Road and Spring Creek Road intersections

X

X

1

USFS

USFS

X

X

2

USFS

X

X

3

USFS

X

X

2

USFS

USFS/CDPR
CALTRANS
USFS/CDPR
CALTRANS
USFS/CDPR
CALTRANS

X

X

1

TTD/USFS

USFS/CDPR
CALTRANS

2‐EMERALD BAY SEGMENT

WS‐2.05

X

X

2

CDPR/USFS

CDPR/
USFS/CALTRANS

WS‐2.06

Phase 2 transit and parking management framework

Refine and implement increased transit access and correlated increased restriction/relocation of roadside parking
throughout segment
Convert Bayview Campground to small parking site with integrated transit stop and grade‐separated
pedestrian/bike crossing to Inspiration Point

X

X

2

TTD/USFS

CDPR/
CALTRANS

WS‐2.07

Phase 3 transit and parking management framework

Refine and implement increased transit access and increased enforcement and barriers to restrict roadside parking

X

X

2

TTD/USFS

CDPR/
CALTRANS

CW‐1.01
CW‐1.02, CW‐1.03, WS‐
1.03, WS‐1.05, WS‐1.06,
WS‐2.04, WS‐2.04, WS‐
2.06, WS‐2.07, WS‐2.11,
WS‐2.12, WS‐2.13
CW‐1.02, CW‐1.03, WS‐
1.03, WS‐1.05, WS‐1.06,
WS‐2.04, WS‐2.04, WS‐
2.06, WS‐2.07, WS‐2.11,
WS‐2.12, WS‐2.13

WS‐2.08

Emerald Bay State Park pier

Improve Emerald Bay State Park pier and increase operational resources to facilitate water taxi service to the area X

X

X

2

CDPR

CDPR

X

X

X

1

TTD

WS‐2.10

Year round access and road design improvements
Increase technology infrastructure and bandwidth in
corridor segment

Project Study Report to evaluate year round access improvements through avalanche control, reduction of
switchbacks, and lowering elevation of road from Eagle Point Campground entry west for approximately 1/2 mile
Increase technology infrastructure and bandwidth in corridor segment

X

X

X

1&2

TTD

CALTRANS/
USFS/CDPR
USFS/CDPR/
CALTRANS

WS‐2.11

Transit stop at Inspiration Point

Transit stop at Inspiration Point (evaluate potential for both northbound and southbound stops)

X

X

2

TTD

USFS/
CALTRANS

WS‐2.12

Transit stop at Eagle Point Campground

Transit stop at Eagle Point Campground (evaluate potential for both northbound and southbound stops)

X

X

2

TTD

USFS/
CALTRANS

WS‐2.09

#03.01.02.0054

X

X

X

X

#03.01.02.0054

X

X

X

X

#03.01.02.0054

X

X

X

X

#03.01.02.0123

X

X

X

#03.1.2.0141

CDPR

CALTRANS

CHP

EDC SHERIFF

#01.01.03.0036

X

X

#01.01.03.0036
#01.01.03.0036

X
X

X
X

#01.01.03.0036

X

X

EDC

X

X

X

X
#01.01.03.0036

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

PC

CSLT

TART

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

CW‐1.01

#04.01.02.0060

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

CW‐1.01

#04.01.02.0060

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

CW‐1.01

#04.01.02.0060

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

CW‐1.02, CW‐1.03

VENDOR

X

X

X
X

TRIBE

X

X

X

X

TRPA

X

X

Vikingsholm vista parking, Eagle Falls, parking, Tahoe Trail Improve and expand Vikingsholm parking area and Eagle Falls roadside parking area to include transit stop, visitor
connection and transit stops
amenities, and the Tahoe Trail alignment from the viewpoint east of Eagle Falls to Vikingsholm

WS‐2.03

USFS

#03.01.02.0045

WS‐2.04

WS‐2.02

TTD

CW‐1.14, WS‐5.07

Tahoe Trail ‐ Spring Creek Road to Eagle Point Campground Develop Tahoe Trail segment from Spring Creek Road to Eagle Point Campground
Tahoe Trail ‐ Eagle Point Campground to Boat‐in
Campground Road
Develop Tahoe Trail segment from Eagle Point Campground to Boat‐in Campground Road
Tahoe Trail ‐ Boat‐in Campground Road to DL Bliss State
Park
Develop Tahoe Trail segment from Boat‐in Campground Road to DL Bliss State Park
Summer transit/shuttle service to segment recreation areas
Phase I transit service, roadside parking
Restrict/relocate roadside parking, increase enforcement, and utilize barriers to facilitate compliance
restrictions/relocation, and temporary parking
Pave and install temporary meters to allow temporary roadside parking in locations that will be converted to
improvements
future emergency access pull‐outs or viewpoints

WS‐2.01

Potential Partners

EIP Project Correlation

MO

WS‐1.08

Improve Fallen Leaf Road for Emergency and Recreation Access

Consider Coordination
with Other Projects
(ID's)

#01.01.04.0014

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

#03.01.02.0115
#03.01.02.0054

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

#01.01.03.0036

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

#01.01.03.0036

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

CW‐1.06

#01.01.03.0036

X

X

X

CW‐1.01

#01.01.03.0036

X

X

X

X

CW‐1.01
CW‐1.02, CW‐1.03, WS‐
1.03, WS‐1.05, WS‐1.06,
WS‐2.04, WS‐2.04, WS‐
2.06, WS‐2.07, WS‐2.11,
WS‐2.12, WS‐2.13
CW‐1.02, CW‐1.03, WS‐
1.03, WS‐1.05, WS‐1.06,
WS‐2.04, WS‐2.04, WS‐
2.06, WS‐2.07, WS‐2.11,
WS‐2.12, WS‐2.13

#03.01.02.0115

X

X

X

X

#03.01.02.0115

X

X

X

X

#03.01.02.0115

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

*Project Type:
Operations, Planning, Design/Engineering, Monitoring
SR 89 Recreation Corridor Management Plan Projects and Partners Matrix
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Project Lead

Project ID Project Name
RECOMMENDED
PROJECTSDescription
AND PARTNERS

Project Type*
OP

WS‐2.13
WS‐2.14

Transit stop at Eagle Falls Viewpoint

Transit stop at Eagle Falls Viewpoint (southbound)

Vehicular and transit turnarounds

Develop transit and vehicular turnarounds, such as small roundabouts at the northern and southern ends of
Emerald Bay to facilitate traffic and transit movement through Emerald Bay

WS‐2.15

Formalize northbound viewpoint near Eagle Falls

Formalize northbound viewpoint near Eagle Falls and existing wedding venue for short‐term, paid parking

WS‐2.16

Formalize emergency turnouts

Formalize emergency turnouts (design as slow vehicle turnouts if possible)

WS‐2.17

Designate helipad site

WS‐2.18

Off‐season and winter parking lot access
Incorporate wildlife crossing improvements in the
segment, as appropriate

Improve and designate staging area west of Bayview Campground to serve as a helipad site for emergency access
Develop USFS operational measures to allow off‐highway parking areas to remain open during the off‐season and
winter to provide for winter recreation access.
Evaluate locations for improved wildlife crossing features and separated crossing structures and implement as
appropriate.

WS‐2.19

3‐RUBICON BAY SEGMENT

PL

X
X
X

X

X

D/E

X
X

2

USFS

X

X

2

TRPA

USFS
USFS/
CALTRANS
USFS/
CALTRANS

X

2

TTD

X

2

USFS/
CALTRANS

USFS/
CALTRANS

3

USFS

USFS/
CALTRANS

2

USFS

X

X

WS‐5.02

Transit stop at Sugar Pine Point State Park
Increase technology infrastructure and bandwidth in
corridor segment

Increase technology infrastructure and bandwidth in corridor segment

Formalize emergency turnouts
Monitor roadside parking impacts and consider
relocating/restricting

Formalize emergency turnouts (design as slow vehicle turnouts if possible)
Adaptively manage the highway around the Sugar Pine Point State Park and restrict/relocate roadside parking as
the recreation area becomes better served by transit.

X

Off‐season and winter parking lot access

Develop USFS operational measures to allow off‐highway parking areas to remain open during the off‐season and
winter to provide for winter recreation access.

X

WS‐5.03

WS‐5.04
WS‐5.05

WS‐5.06

WS‐5.08

Recreation Corridor Gateway Sign (just north of Sugar Pine
Point State Park)
Incorporate wildlife crossing improvements in the
segment, as appropriate

WS‐5.09

Sugar Pine Point State Park pier

WS‐5.07

Transit stop at Sugar Pine Point State Park (evaluate potential for both northbound and southbound stops)

Recreation gateway signage to communicate to visitors that they have entered into a special area. Consider
incorporating ITS as part of signage system.
Evaluate locations for improved wildlife crossing features and separated crossing structures and implement as
appropriate.
Improve Sugar Pine Point State Park pier and increase operational resources to facilitate water taxi service to the
area

X

2

TRPA
2 CALTRANS

2

USFS
USFS/
CALTRANS
USFS/
CALTRANS

USFS/TTD

USFS/EC/CSLT

WS‐2.04
CW‐1.02, CW‐1.03, WS‐
1.13, WS‐1.18, WS‐2.09,
WS‐3.03, WS‐3.04, WS‐
4.06, WS‐5.04

X

X

X

X

CW‐1.01

#01.01.03.0036

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

CW‐1.02, CW‐1.03, WS‐
1.18, WS‐2.09, WS‐3.04,
WS‐5.06
CW‐1.01

#01.01.03.0036
#03.01.02.0138
#01.01.03.0036
#03.01.02.0115
#03.01.02.0138

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

CW‐1.02, CW‐1.03

#03.01.02.0123

X

X

X

X

X

CDPR

CDPR/CALTRANS

CW‐1.02, CW‐1.03

#03.01.02.0115

X

X

X

X

X

X

CW‐1.01
CW‐1.02, CW‐1.03, WS‐
1.13, WS‐1.18, WS‐2.09,
WS‐2.16, WS‐3.03, WS‐
3.04, WS‐4.06

#03.01.02.0115

X

X

X

X

X

X

#01.01.03.0036
#01.01.03.0036
#03.01.02.0115

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

2

USFS

USFS

X

X

X

1

CDPR

X

CW‐1.01

#01.01.03.0036

CW‐1.06

#01.01.03.0036

CW‐1.02, CW‐1.03, WS‐
1.18, WS‐2.09, WS‐3.04,
WS‐4‐06
CW‐1.14, WS‐1.19

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

#01.01.03.0036
#01.01.03.0036
#03.01.02.0138

3

X

X

CW‐1.01

USFS/
CALTRANS

TART

X

X

USFS/
CALTRANS

CDPR

X
X

X

2

TRPA

X

X

X

CDPR

X

X

CDPR
USFS/CDPR/
CALTRANS

2

X

X

TTD

2

X

X

CW‐1.02, CW‐1.03
CW‐1.02, CW‐1.03, WS‐
1.13, WS‐1.18, WS‐2.09,
WS‐2.16, WS‐3.03, WS‐
3.04, WS‐5.04

CSLT

X

#04.01.02.0060

TTD

X

X
X

#03.01.02.0115
#03.01.02.0115
#03.01.02.0138

2

X

X
X

CW‐1.01

1&2

X

X

PC

X

CW‐1.01

X

X

X
X

X

X

CDPR
USFS/
CALTRANS

X
X

VENDOR

X

X

CW‐1.01

X

X

X

X

X

TRIBE

X

X

#01.01.03.0036

X

X

X

X

X

X

Improve Sugar Pine Point State Park parking area to serve as a summer park‐n‐ride/bike for transit and biking and
to allow for easy access and turnaround for TART transit vehicles.

X

X

TTD

Sugar Pine Point State Park summer park‐n‐ride/bike

X

X

1&2

5‐SUGAR PINE POINT SEGMENT

X

#01.01.03.0036

X

WS‐5.01

X

X

USFS/
CALTRANS

X

X

X

USFS/
CALTRANS

X

X

X

2

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

TTD

X

Caltrans bridge replacement

X

X

1&2

USFS/CDPR
CALTRANS
USFS/CDPR/
CALTRANS
USFS/
CALTRANS

WS‐4.08

X

#03.01.02.0115

X

USFS

WS‐4.07

X

CW‐1.01
CW‐1.02, CW‐1.03, WS‐
1.13, WS‐1.18, WS‐2.09,
WS‐2.16, WS‐3.04, WS‐
4.06, WS‐5.04
CW‐1.02, CW‐1.03, WS‐
1.18, WS‐2.09, WS‐4‐06,
WS‐5.06

X

Develop USFS operational measures to allow off‐highway parking areas to remain open during the off‐season and
winter to provide for winter recreation access.
X
Evaluate locations for improved wildlife crossing features and separated crossing structures and implement as
appropriate.
Design bridge replacement to accommodate wildlife crossings and pedestrian/bike crossing to minimize the need
for pedestrians to cross the highway at grade.

X

X

2

Off‐season and winter parking lot access
Incorporate wildlife crossing improvements in the
segment, as appropriate

X

X

X

WS‐4.06

X

X

USFS/CDPR
CALTRANS
USFS/CDPR/
CALTRANS

X

X

X

USFS

X

X

X

2

X

WS‐4.05

X

X

X

Develop Tahoe Trail segment from DL Bliss State Park to Meeks Bay
Underground powerlines and co‐locate technology infrastructure where possible

Adaptively manage the highway around the Meeks Bay Resort and restrict/relocate roadside parking as the
recreation area becomes better served by transit.

X

#04.01.02.0060

X

TRPA

Monitor roadside parking impacts and consider
relocating/restricting

X

CW‐1.01

CALTRANS

2

Formalize emergency turnouts (design as slow vehicle turnouts if possible)

X

#01.01.03.0036

1

X

Formalize emergency turnouts

X

WS‐2.01

X

X

WS‐4.04

X

CALTRANS

X

Intersection improvement at SR 89 and Mountain Drive

Transit stop at Meeks Bay (evaluate potential for both northbound and southbound stops)

X

CW‐1.02, CW‐1.03, WS‐
1.18, WS‐2.09, WS‐3.04

Intersection improvement at SR 89 and Mountain Drive

Transit stop at Meeks Bay

X

USFS

WS‐3.06

WS‐4.03

X

USFS

Off‐season and winter parking lot access
Incorporate wildlife crossing improvements in the
segment, as appropriate

X

X

1

WS‐3.05

Increase technology infrastructure and bandwidth in corridor segment

TRPA

2

Develop USFS operational measures to allow off‐highway parking areas to remain open during the off‐season and
winter to provide for winter recreation access.
Evaluate locations for improved wildlife crossing features and separated crossing structures and implement as
appropriate.

WS‐4.02

EDC

USFS/
CALTRANS
USFS/
CALTRANS

2

Formalize emergency turnouts (design as slow vehicle turnouts if possible)

Tahoe Trail ‐ Within Meeks Bay
Increase technology infrastructure and bandwidth in
corridor segment

EDC SHERIFF

USFS/
CALTRANS
USFS/
CALTRANS

X

Formalize emergency turnouts

WS‐4.01

X

#01.01.03.0036

CHP

TTD

2

WS‐3.03

4‐MEEKS BAY SEGMENT

X

#01.01.03.0036
#03.01.02.0115

CALTRANS

CALTRANS/
CDPR

X

X

#03.01.02.0115
#01.01.03.0036
#03.01.02.0115

CW‐1.01, WS‐2.09

CDPR

TTD

Increase technology infrastructure and bandwidth in corridor segment

WS‐3.04

USFS

CALTRANS/
USFS/CDPR

WS‐3.02

X

TTD
CW‐1.02, CW‐1.03, WS‐
1.03, WS‐1.05, WS‐1.06,
WS‐2.04, WS‐2.04, WS‐
2.06, WS‐2.07, WS‐2.11,
WS‐2.12, WS‐2.13

USFS/
CALTRANS

2

X

Potential Partners

EIP Project Correlation

TTD

2

Tahoe Trail ‐ DL Bliss State Park to Meeks Bay
Increase technology infrastructure and bandwidth in
corridor segment

WS‐3.01

Consider Coordination
with Other Projects
(ID's)

MO

X

Develop Tahoe Trail segment from DL Bliss State Park to Meeks Bay (including underpasses for crossing, where
needed)
Underground powerlines and co‐locate technology infrastructure where possible

Phase

Landowner/
Management
Agency(is)

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

*Project Type:
Operations, Planning, Design/Engineering, Monitoring
SR 89 Recreation Corridor Management Plan Projects and Partners Matrix
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TAHOE TRAIL
CONCEPTUAL
ALIGNMENTS

SR-89 Corridor Management Plan

C-1

TAHOE TRAIL CONCEPTUAL ALIGNMENTS
TAHOE TRAIL CONCEPTUAL TRAIL ALIGNMENTS | SPRING CREEK ROAD TO D.L. BLISS
LEGEND
Tahoe Trail (existing)
Tahoe Trail Alignment to be Evaluated
Tahoe Trail Alignment to be Evaluated
Tahoe Trail Alignment to be Evaluated
Potential Trail Underpass

Co-locate utilities and technology
infrastructure, underground utilities where
possible

Lake Tahoe

Emerald Bay

Cascade Lake

2,000’

1000’

0’

2,000’

NORTH

SR 89 Appendix
RECREATION
CORRIDOR
MANAGEMENT
PLAN
C-2
C |USFS
Tahoe
Trail Conceptual
Alignments
LAKE TAHOE, CA • TRPA, TTD,

June 2020

TAHOE TRAIL CONCEPTUAL ALIGNMENTS
TAHOE TRAIL CONCEPTUAL TRAIL ALIGNMENTS | D.L. BLISS
LEGEND
Tahoe Trail (existing)
Tahoe Trail Alignment to be Evaluated
Tahoe Trail Alignment to be Evaluated
Tahoe Trail Alignment to be Evaluated
Potential Trail Underpass

Co-locate utilities and technology
infrastructure, underground utilities where
possible

Lake Tahoe

Emerald Bay

2,000’

1000’

0’

2,000’

NORTH

SR 89Corridor
RECREATION CORRIDOR
MANAGEMENT PLAN
SR-89
Plan
LAKE TAHOE, CA • TRPA,Management
TTD, USFS
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June 2020

TAHOE TRAIL CONCEPTUAL ALIGNMENTS
TAHOE TRAIL CONCEPTUAL TRAIL ALIGNMENTS | RUBICON BAY
LEGEND
Tahoe Trail (existing)
Tahoe Trail Alignment to be Evaluated
Tahoe Trail Alignment to be Evaluated
Tahoe Trail Alignment to be Evaluated
Potential Trail Underpass

Co-locate utilities and technology
infrastructure, underground utilities where
possible

Lake Tahoe

Rubicon Bay

1,600’

800’

0’

1,600’

NORTH

SR 89 Appendix
RECREATION
CORRIDOR
MANAGEMENT
PLAN
C-4
C |USFS
Tahoe
Trail Conceptual
Alignments
LAKE TAHOE, CA • TRPA, TTD,

June 2020

TAHOE TRAIL CONCEPTUAL ALIGNMENTS
TAHOE TRAIL CONCEPTUAL TRAIL ALIGNMENTS | MEEKS BAY
LEGEND
Tahoe Trail (existing)
Tahoe Trail Alignment to be Evaluated
Tahoe Trail Alignment to be Evaluated
Tahoe Trail Alignment to be Evaluated
Potential Trail Underpass

Co-locate utilities and technology
infrastructure, underground utilities where
possible

Lake Tahoe

Meeks Bay

Potential underpass
with Caltrans bridge
replacement

1,600’

800’

0’

1,600’

Rubicon Bay

NORTH

SR 89Corridor
RECREATION CORRIDOR
MANAGEMENT PLAN
SR-89
Plan
LAKE TAHOE, CA • TRPA,Management
TTD, USFS

C-5

June 2020
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Appendix C | Tahoe Trail Conceptual Alignments

INTER-LOCAL
AGREEMENT
EXAMPLE

SR-89 Corridor Management Plan

1

INTER-LOCAL AGREEMENT EXAMPLE
SR 89 Recreation Corridor Management Plan
Corridor Challenges and Strategies

Item
ID
Corridor Issues

Strategies

Associated Strategies and
Projects (Item ID and
Project ID)

Success Measurement

1

The Tahoe Trail ends in the south at Spring Creek Road and in the north at Complete a feasibility study for shared-use path alternatives along the west shore.
Item 2, Item 15, Item 23, Tahoe Trail completion with
Meeks Bay Resort, leaving a gap in bicycle access to recreation destinations
Item 26; CW-1.01, WS-2.01, no gaps along the West
and through cyclists along the west shore of Lake Tahoe.
WS-2.02, WS-2.03, WS-3-01, Shore.
Continue to work with residents, property owners, and land mangers to develop the
WS-4.01
preferred alignment for the Tahoe Trail.
Phase implementation of the remaining segments of the Tahoe Trail so that first
phases complete access from existing shared use pathways to Emerald Bay and the
final phase completes access around Emerald Bay.

2

High volumes of pedestrians walk along and in the roadway in heavily used Implement strategies associated with Item 1 and incorporate a walkway or sharedareas such as the Pope to Baldwin and Emerald Bay Segments. Cars parked use path around Emerald Bay.
alongside the highway and the viaduct force pedestrians to walk in the
roadway.
Implement strategies associated with Item 5 and restrict/relocate roadside parking.

Item 1, Item 3, Item 23, Item Miles of sidewalk or Tahoe
26; CW-1.01, WS-2.01, WS- Trail developed around
2.02, WS-2.03
Emerald Bay offering a
pathway off the highway for
pedestrian use.

3

Lack of consistent, frequent, and marketed transit within the corridor
negatively impacts the number of people able to arrive to recreation
destinations without a car.

Item 1, Item 4, Item 5, Item
26; CW-1.02, CW-1.03, CW1.04, CW-1.05, CW-1.06, WS1.01, WS-1.03, WS-1.08, WS1.09, WS-1.10, WS-1.11, WS1.14, WS-2.04, WS-2.06, WS2.07, WS-2.08, WS-2.11, WS2.12, WS-2.13, WS-2.14, WS4.03, WS-5.01, WS-5.02

Develop a frequent, fun, and consistent transit system to serve corridor recreation
destinations during the summer months.
Reduce the demand for park-n-ride facilities. Promote a park once strategy and
coordinate transit services with mainline systems from accommodation areas. And
partner with lodging areas for private shuttles to service the corridor from lodging .
Implement and enforce no roadside parking recommendations from Item 5.
Develop and implement a unified branding and marketing strategy to promote nocar access options to recreation areas.
Implement point source congestion management strategies throughout the Pope to
Baldwin Segment to reduce delays and increase transit ridership.
Establish a sustainable funding source that addresses varying land manager
requirements while collecting revenue from parking and/or transit to subsidize
transit operations and the operation of a parking management system. The
administrator of the system should be an entity that can work with partner agencies
to pool resources as well as pursue additional funding sources such as applying for
State Transit Assistance (STA) funds and grant programs.

Reduction in vehicle
Yes - findings for
restricting roadside
congestion along the
parking are needed per
highway.
Mode share targets for each the California vehicle code
travel framework phase hits Increasing fine will need
to be discussed at higher
minimum of 80% of target.
levels
Visitor awareness of shuttle
Addressing increasing
program.
visitation demand needs
Results of travel surveys
to occur at a regional level
indicate a positive
experience.
15% of visitors utilize a parkone strategy and access
transit from their
accommodations.
Increased operations budget
for land managers.
Transit and parking
management system have
sustainable funding source.

Utilize a reservation system for shuttle use to distribute peak use and provide a
system that can be used to reduce visitation, if needed, with the understanding that
shifting recreation use and unmet demand will need to be addressed as part of a
basinwide approach.
Enhance the bus stops and pull-offs through Emerald Bay to improve transit
operations and increase reliability.
Develop turnaround locations (such as a roundabout) near the north gate at Emerald
Bay and as part of parking/shuttle stop improvements at Bayview Campground for
buses to tunaround.
Incorporate visitor experience opportunities as part of the transit system to
encourage use.
Identify a location near the Y or West Way that can be developed as a park-nride/bike to serve corridor users entering the corridor from the south.
Utilize the underutilized parking area at Sugar Pine Point State Park as a park-nride/bike location in the northern area of the corridor. Improvements should allow
for the facility to also improve TART service and bus turnaround for the north shore.
Subsidize private water taxi operations to promote use of water taxi options to reach
recreation destinations and create a desired recreation experience in and of itself.
4

Bus stop locations are limited in Emerald Bay and vehicles are often illegally Formalize bus stop pulloff locations in Emerald Bay so the design is integrated as part Item 3; WS-2.05, WS-2.11, Transit reliability and
parked in the bus stop.
of the following areas:
WS-2.12, WS-2.13, WS-2.14 ridership increased.
Northbound pulloff at Inspiration Point
Northbound pulloff at Vikingsholm Parking lot
Southbound pulloff part of redesigned roadside parking area at Eagle Falls
Southbound pulloff part at Inspiration Point or as part of a redesign of Bayview
Campground to a small off-highway parking lot and shuttle stop to meet winter and
shoulder season recreation access needs when the summer shuttle is not in
operation.
Implement elements discussed in Item 3.
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INTER-LOCAL AGREEMENT EXAMPLE
SR 89 Recreation Corridor Management Plan
Corridor Challenges and Strategies

Item
ID
Corridor Issues

Strategies

Associated Strategies and
Projects (Item ID and
Project ID)

Success Measurement

1

The Tahoe Trail ends in the south at Spring Creek Road and in the north at Complete a feasibility study for shared-use path alternatives along the west shore.
Item 2, Item 15, Item 23, Tahoe Trail completion with
Meeks Bay Resort, leaving a gap in bicycle access to recreation destinations
Item 26; CW-1.01, WS-2.01, no gaps along the West
and through cyclists along the west shore of Lake Tahoe.
WS-2.02, WS-2.03, WS-3-01, Shore.
Continue to work with residents, property owners, and land mangers to develop the
WS-4.01
preferred alignment for the Tahoe Trail.
Phase implementation of the remaining segments of the Tahoe Trail so that first
phases complete access from existing shared use pathways to Emerald Bay and the
final phase completes access around Emerald Bay.

2

High volumes of pedestrians walk along and in the roadway in heavily used Implement strategies associated with Item 1 and incorporate a walkway or sharedareas such as the Pope to Baldwin and Emerald Bay Segments. Cars parked use path around Emerald Bay.
alongside the highway and the viaduct force pedestrians to walk in the
roadway.
Implement strategies associated with Item 5 and restrict/relocate roadside parking.

Item 1, Item 3, Item 23, Item Miles of sidewalk or Tahoe
26; CW-1.01, WS-2.01, WS- Trail developed around
2.02, WS-2.03
Emerald Bay offering a
pathway off the highway for
pedestrian use.

3

Lack of consistent, frequent, and marketed transit within the corridor
negatively impacts the number of people able to arrive to recreation
destinations without a car.

Item 1, Item 4, Item 5, Item
26; CW-1.02, CW-1.03, CW1.04, CW-1.05, CW-1.06, WS1.01, WS-1.03, WS-1.08, WS1.09, WS-1.10, WS-1.11, WS1.14, WS-2.04, WS-2.06, WS2.07, WS-2.08, WS-2.11, WS2.12, WS-2.13, WS-2.14, WS4.03, WS-5.01, WS-5.02

Develop a frequent, fun, and consistent transit system to serve corridor recreation
destinations during the summer months.
Reduce the demand for park-n-ride facilities. Promote a park once strategy and
coordinate transit services with mainline systems from accommodation areas. And
partner with lodging areas for private shuttles to service the corridor from lodging .
Implement and enforce no roadside parking recommendations from Item 5.
Develop and implement a unified branding and marketing strategy to promote nocar access options to recreation areas.
Implement point source congestion management strategies throughout the Pope to
Baldwin Segment to reduce delays and increase transit ridership.
Establish a sustainable funding source that addresses varying land manager
requirements while collecting revenue from parking and/or transit to subsidize
transit operations and the operation of a parking management system. The
administrator of the system should be an entity that can work with partner agencies
to pool resources as well as pursue additional funding sources such as applying for
State Transit Assistance (STA) funds and grant programs.

Reduction in vehicle
Yes - findings for
restricting roadside
congestion along the
parking are needed per
highway.
Mode share targets for each the California vehicle code
travel framework phase hits Increasing fine will need
to be discussed at higher
minimum of 80% of target.
levels
Visitor awareness of shuttle
Addressing increasing
program.
visitation demand needs
Results of travel surveys
to occur at a regional level
indicate a positive
experience.
15% of visitors utilize a parkone strategy and access
transit from their
accommodations.
Increased operations budget
for land managers.
Transit and parking
management system have
sustainable funding source.

Utilize a reservation system for shuttle use to distribute peak use and provide a
system that can be used to reduce visitation, if needed, with the understanding that
shifting recreation use and unmet demand will need to be addressed as part of a
basinwide approach.
Enhance the bus stops and pull-offs through Emerald Bay to improve transit
operations and increase reliability.
Develop turnaround locations (such as a roundabout) near the north gate at Emerald
Bay and as part of parking/shuttle stop improvements at Bayview Campground for
buses to tunaround.
Incorporate visitor experience opportunities as part of the transit system to
encourage use.
Identify a location near the Y or West Way that can be developed as a park-nride/bike to serve corridor users entering the corridor from the south.
Utilize the underutilized parking area at Sugar Pine Point State Park as a park-nride/bike location in the northern area of the corridor. Improvements should allow
for the facility to also improve TART service and bus turnaround for the north shore.
Subsidize private water taxi operations to promote use of water taxi options to reach
recreation destinations and create a desired recreation experience in and of itself.
4

Bus stop locations are limited in Emerald Bay and vehicles are often illegally Formalize bus stop pulloff locations in Emerald Bay so the design is integrated as part Item 3; WS-2.05, WS-2.11, Transit reliability and
parked in the bus stop.
of the following areas:
WS-2.12, WS-2.13, WS-2.14 ridership increased.
Northbound pulloff at Inspiration Point
Northbound pulloff at Vikingsholm Parking lot
Southbound pulloff part of redesigned roadside parking area at Eagle Falls
Southbound pulloff part at Inspiration Point or as part of a redesign of Bayview
Campground to a small off-highway parking lot and shuttle stop to meet winter and
shoulder season recreation access needs when the summer shuttle is not in
operation.
Implement elements discussed in Item 3.
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INTER-LOCAL AGREEMENT EXAMPLE
SR 89 Recreation Corridor Management Plan
Corridor Challenges and Strategies

Item
ID
Corridor Issues

Strategies

Associated Strategies and
Projects (Item ID and
Project ID)

Success Measurement

1

The Tahoe Trail ends in the south at Spring Creek Road and in the north at Complete a feasibility study for shared-use path alternatives along the west shore.
Item 2, Item 15, Item 23, Tahoe Trail completion with
Meeks Bay Resort, leaving a gap in bicycle access to recreation destinations
Item 26; CW-1.01, WS-2.01, no gaps along the West
and through cyclists along the west shore of Lake Tahoe.
WS-2.02, WS-2.03, WS-3-01, Shore.
Continue to work with residents, property owners, and land mangers to develop the
WS-4.01
preferred alignment for the Tahoe Trail.
Phase implementation of the remaining segments of the Tahoe Trail so that first
phases complete access from existing shared use pathways to Emerald Bay and the
final phase completes access around Emerald Bay.

2

High volumes of pedestrians walk along and in the roadway in heavily used Implement strategies associated with Item 1 and incorporate a walkway or sharedareas such as the Pope to Baldwin and Emerald Bay Segments. Cars parked use path around Emerald Bay.
alongside the highway and the viaduct force pedestrians to walk in the
roadway.
Implement strategies associated with Item 5 and restrict/relocate roadside parking.

Item 1, Item 3, Item 23, Item Miles of sidewalk or Tahoe
26; CW-1.01, WS-2.01, WS- Trail developed around
2.02, WS-2.03
Emerald Bay offering a
pathway off the highway for
pedestrian use.

3

Lack of consistent, frequent, and marketed transit within the corridor
negatively impacts the number of people able to arrive to recreation
destinations without a car.

Item 1, Item 4, Item 5, Item
26; CW-1.02, CW-1.03, CW1.04, CW-1.05, CW-1.06, WS1.01, WS-1.03, WS-1.08, WS1.09, WS-1.10, WS-1.11, WS1.14, WS-2.04, WS-2.06, WS2.07, WS-2.08, WS-2.11, WS2.12, WS-2.13, WS-2.14, WS4.03, WS-5.01, WS-5.02

Develop a frequent, fun, and consistent transit system to serve corridor recreation
destinations during the summer months.
Reduce the demand for park-n-ride facilities. Promote a park once strategy and
coordinate transit services with mainline systems from accommodation areas. And
partner with lodging areas for private shuttles to service the corridor from lodging .
Implement and enforce no roadside parking recommendations from Item 5.
Develop and implement a unified branding and marketing strategy to promote nocar access options to recreation areas.
Implement point source congestion management strategies throughout the Pope to
Baldwin Segment to reduce delays and increase transit ridership.
Establish a sustainable funding source that addresses varying land manager
requirements while collecting revenue from parking and/or transit to subsidize
transit operations and the operation of a parking management system. The
administrator of the system should be an entity that can work with partner agencies
to pool resources as well as pursue additional funding sources such as applying for
State Transit Assistance (STA) funds and grant programs.

Reduction in vehicle
Yes - findings for
restricting roadside
congestion along the
parking are needed per
highway.
Mode share targets for each the California vehicle code
travel framework phase hits Increasing fine will need
to be discussed at higher
minimum of 80% of target.
levels
Visitor awareness of shuttle
Addressing increasing
program.
visitation demand needs
Results of travel surveys
to occur at a regional level
indicate a positive
experience.
15% of visitors utilize a parkone strategy and access
transit from their
accommodations.
Increased operations budget
for land managers.
Transit and parking
management system have
sustainable funding source.

Utilize a reservation system for shuttle use to distribute peak use and provide a
system that can be used to reduce visitation, if needed, with the understanding that
shifting recreation use and unmet demand will need to be addressed as part of a
basinwide approach.
Enhance the bus stops and pull-offs through Emerald Bay to improve transit
operations and increase reliability.
Develop turnaround locations (such as a roundabout) near the north gate at Emerald
Bay and as part of parking/shuttle stop improvements at Bayview Campground for
buses to tunaround.
Incorporate visitor experience opportunities as part of the transit system to
encourage use.
Identify a location near the Y or West Way that can be developed as a park-nride/bike to serve corridor users entering the corridor from the south.
Utilize the underutilized parking area at Sugar Pine Point State Park as a park-nride/bike location in the northern area of the corridor. Improvements should allow
for the facility to also improve TART service and bus turnaround for the north shore.
Subsidize private water taxi operations to promote use of water taxi options to reach
recreation destinations and create a desired recreation experience in and of itself.
4

Bus stop locations are limited in Emerald Bay and vehicles are often illegally Formalize bus stop pulloff locations in Emerald Bay so the design is integrated as part Item 3; WS-2.05, WS-2.11, Transit reliability and
parked in the bus stop.
of the following areas:
WS-2.12, WS-2.13, WS-2.14 ridership increased.
Northbound pulloff at Inspiration Point
Northbound pulloff at Vikingsholm Parking lot
Southbound pulloff part of redesigned roadside parking area at Eagle Falls
Southbound pulloff part at Inspiration Point or as part of a redesign of Bayview
Campground to a small off-highway parking lot and shuttle stop to meet winter and
shoulder season recreation access needs when the summer shuttle is not in
operation.
Implement elements discussed in Item 3.
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INTER-LOCAL AGREEMENT EXAMPLE
SR 89 Recreation Corridor Management Plan
Corridor Challenges and Strategies

Item
ID
Corridor Issues

Strategies

Associated Strategies and
Projects (Item ID and
Project ID)

Success Measurement

1

The Tahoe Trail ends in the south at Spring Creek Road and in the north at Complete a feasibility study for shared-use path alternatives along the west shore.
Item 2, Item 15, Item 23, Tahoe Trail completion with
Meeks Bay Resort, leaving a gap in bicycle access to recreation destinations
Item 26; CW-1.01, WS-2.01, no gaps along the West
and through cyclists along the west shore of Lake Tahoe.
WS-2.02, WS-2.03, WS-3-01, Shore.
Continue to work with residents, property owners, and land mangers to develop the
WS-4.01
preferred alignment for the Tahoe Trail.
Phase implementation of the remaining segments of the Tahoe Trail so that first
phases complete access from existing shared use pathways to Emerald Bay and the
final phase completes access around Emerald Bay.

2

High volumes of pedestrians walk along and in the roadway in heavily used Implement strategies associated with Item 1 and incorporate a walkway or sharedareas such as the Pope to Baldwin and Emerald Bay Segments. Cars parked use path around Emerald Bay.
alongside the highway and the viaduct force pedestrians to walk in the
roadway.
Implement strategies associated with Item 5 and restrict/relocate roadside parking.

Item 1, Item 3, Item 23, Item Miles of sidewalk or Tahoe
26; CW-1.01, WS-2.01, WS- Trail developed around
2.02, WS-2.03
Emerald Bay offering a
pathway off the highway for
pedestrian use.

3

Lack of consistent, frequent, and marketed transit within the corridor
negatively impacts the number of people able to arrive to recreation
destinations without a car.

Item 1, Item 4, Item 5, Item
26; CW-1.02, CW-1.03, CW1.04, CW-1.05, CW-1.06, WS1.01, WS-1.03, WS-1.08, WS1.09, WS-1.10, WS-1.11, WS1.14, WS-2.04, WS-2.06, WS2.07, WS-2.08, WS-2.11, WS2.12, WS-2.13, WS-2.14, WS4.03, WS-5.01, WS-5.02

Develop a frequent, fun, and consistent transit system to serve corridor recreation
destinations during the summer months.
Reduce the demand for park-n-ride facilities. Promote a park once strategy and
coordinate transit services with mainline systems from accommodation areas. And
partner with lodging areas for private shuttles to service the corridor from lodging .
Implement and enforce no roadside parking recommendations from Item 5.
Develop and implement a unified branding and marketing strategy to promote nocar access options to recreation areas.
Implement point source congestion management strategies throughout the Pope to
Baldwin Segment to reduce delays and increase transit ridership.
Establish a sustainable funding source that addresses varying land manager
requirements while collecting revenue from parking and/or transit to subsidize
transit operations and the operation of a parking management system. The
administrator of the system should be an entity that can work with partner agencies
to pool resources as well as pursue additional funding sources such as applying for
State Transit Assistance (STA) funds and grant programs.

Reduction in vehicle
Yes - findings for
restricting roadside
congestion along the
parking are needed per
highway.
Mode share targets for each the California vehicle code
travel framework phase hits Increasing fine will need
to be discussed at higher
minimum of 80% of target.
levels
Visitor awareness of shuttle
Addressing increasing
program.
visitation demand needs
Results of travel surveys
to occur at a regional level
indicate a positive
experience.
15% of visitors utilize a parkone strategy and access
transit from their
accommodations.
Increased operations budget
for land managers.
Transit and parking
management system have
sustainable funding source.

Utilize a reservation system for shuttle use to distribute peak use and provide a
system that can be used to reduce visitation, if needed, with the understanding that
shifting recreation use and unmet demand will need to be addressed as part of a
basinwide approach.
Enhance the bus stops and pull-offs through Emerald Bay to improve transit
operations and increase reliability.
Develop turnaround locations (such as a roundabout) near the north gate at Emerald
Bay and as part of parking/shuttle stop improvements at Bayview Campground for
buses to tunaround.
Incorporate visitor experience opportunities as part of the transit system to
encourage use.
Identify a location near the Y or West Way that can be developed as a park-nride/bike to serve corridor users entering the corridor from the south.
Utilize the underutilized parking area at Sugar Pine Point State Park as a park-nride/bike location in the northern area of the corridor. Improvements should allow
for the facility to also improve TART service and bus turnaround for the north shore.
Subsidize private water taxi operations to promote use of water taxi options to reach
recreation destinations and create a desired recreation experience in and of itself.
4

Bus stop locations are limited in Emerald Bay and vehicles are often illegally Formalize bus stop pulloff locations in Emerald Bay so the design is integrated as part Item 3; WS-2.05, WS-2.11, Transit reliability and
parked in the bus stop.
of the following areas:
WS-2.12, WS-2.13, WS-2.14 ridership increased.
Northbound pulloff at Inspiration Point
Northbound pulloff at Vikingsholm Parking lot
Southbound pulloff part of redesigned roadside parking area at Eagle Falls
Southbound pulloff part at Inspiration Point or as part of a redesign of Bayview
Campground to a small off-highway parking lot and shuttle stop to meet winter and
shoulder season recreation access needs when the summer shuttle is not in
operation.
Implement elements discussed in Item 3.
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INTER-LOCAL AGREEMENT EXAMPLE
SR 89 Recreation Corridor Management Plan
Corridor Challenges and Strategies

Item
ID
Corridor Issues

Strategies

Associated Strategies and
Projects (Item ID and
Project ID)

Success Measurement

1

The Tahoe Trail ends in the south at Spring Creek Road and in the north at Complete a feasibility study for shared-use path alternatives along the west shore.
Item 2, Item 15, Item 23, Tahoe Trail completion with
Meeks Bay Resort, leaving a gap in bicycle access to recreation destinations
Item 26; CW-1.01, WS-2.01, no gaps along the West
and through cyclists along the west shore of Lake Tahoe.
WS-2.02, WS-2.03, WS-3-01, Shore.
Continue to work with residents, property owners, and land mangers to develop the
WS-4.01
preferred alignment for the Tahoe Trail.
Phase implementation of the remaining segments of the Tahoe Trail so that first
phases complete access from existing shared use pathways to Emerald Bay and the
final phase completes access around Emerald Bay.

2

High volumes of pedestrians walk along and in the roadway in heavily used Implement strategies associated with Item 1 and incorporate a walkway or sharedareas such as the Pope to Baldwin and Emerald Bay Segments. Cars parked use path around Emerald Bay.
alongside the highway and the viaduct force pedestrians to walk in the
roadway.
Implement strategies associated with Item 5 and restrict/relocate roadside parking.

Item 1, Item 3, Item 23, Item Miles of sidewalk or Tahoe
26; CW-1.01, WS-2.01, WS- Trail developed around
2.02, WS-2.03
Emerald Bay offering a
pathway off the highway for
pedestrian use.

3

Lack of consistent, frequent, and marketed transit within the corridor
negatively impacts the number of people able to arrive to recreation
destinations without a car.

Item 1, Item 4, Item 5, Item
26; CW-1.02, CW-1.03, CW1.04, CW-1.05, CW-1.06, WS1.01, WS-1.03, WS-1.08, WS1.09, WS-1.10, WS-1.11, WS1.14, WS-2.04, WS-2.06, WS2.07, WS-2.08, WS-2.11, WS2.12, WS-2.13, WS-2.14, WS4.03, WS-5.01, WS-5.02

Develop a frequent, fun, and consistent transit system to serve corridor recreation
destinations during the summer months.
Reduce the demand for park-n-ride facilities. Promote a park once strategy and
coordinate transit services with mainline systems from accommodation areas. And
partner with lodging areas for private shuttles to service the corridor from lodging .
Implement and enforce no roadside parking recommendations from Item 5.
Develop and implement a unified branding and marketing strategy to promote nocar access options to recreation areas.
Implement point source congestion management strategies throughout the Pope to
Baldwin Segment to reduce delays and increase transit ridership.
Establish a sustainable funding source that addresses varying land manager
requirements while collecting revenue from parking and/or transit to subsidize
transit operations and the operation of a parking management system. The
administrator of the system should be an entity that can work with partner agencies
to pool resources as well as pursue additional funding sources such as applying for
State Transit Assistance (STA) funds and grant programs.

Reduction in vehicle
Yes - findings for
restricting roadside
congestion along the
parking are needed per
highway.
Mode share targets for each the California vehicle code
travel framework phase hits Increasing fine will need
to be discussed at higher
minimum of 80% of target.
levels
Visitor awareness of shuttle
Addressing increasing
program.
visitation demand needs
Results of travel surveys
to occur at a regional level
indicate a positive
experience.
15% of visitors utilize a parkone strategy and access
transit from their
accommodations.
Increased operations budget
for land managers.
Transit and parking
management system have
sustainable funding source.

Utilize a reservation system for shuttle use to distribute peak use and provide a
system that can be used to reduce visitation, if needed, with the understanding that
shifting recreation use and unmet demand will need to be addressed as part of a
basinwide approach.
Enhance the bus stops and pull-offs through Emerald Bay to improve transit
operations and increase reliability.
Develop turnaround locations (such as a roundabout) near the north gate at Emerald
Bay and as part of parking/shuttle stop improvements at Bayview Campground for
buses to tunaround.
Incorporate visitor experience opportunities as part of the transit system to
encourage use.
Identify a location near the Y or West Way that can be developed as a park-nride/bike to serve corridor users entering the corridor from the south.
Utilize the underutilized parking area at Sugar Pine Point State Park as a park-nride/bike location in the northern area of the corridor. Improvements should allow
for the facility to also improve TART service and bus turnaround for the north shore.
Subsidize private water taxi operations to promote use of water taxi options to reach
recreation destinations and create a desired recreation experience in and of itself.
4

Bus stop locations are limited in Emerald Bay and vehicles are often illegally Formalize bus stop pulloff locations in Emerald Bay so the design is integrated as part Item 3; WS-2.05, WS-2.11, Transit reliability and
parked in the bus stop.
of the following areas:
WS-2.12, WS-2.13, WS-2.14 ridership increased.
Northbound pulloff at Inspiration Point
Northbound pulloff at Vikingsholm Parking lot
Southbound pulloff part of redesigned roadside parking area at Eagle Falls
Southbound pulloff part at Inspiration Point or as part of a redesign of Bayview
Campground to a small off-highway parking lot and shuttle stop to meet winter and
shoulder season recreation access needs when the summer shuttle is not in
operation.
Implement elements discussed in Item 3.
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INTER-LOCAL AGREEMENT EXAMPLE
SR 89 Recreation Corridor Management Plan
Corridor Challenges and Strategies

Item
ID
Corridor Issues

Strategies

Associated Strategies and
Projects (Item ID and
Project ID)

Success Measurement

1

The Tahoe Trail ends in the south at Spring Creek Road and in the north at Complete a feasibility study for shared-use path alternatives along the west shore.
Item 2, Item 15, Item 23, Tahoe Trail completion with
Meeks Bay Resort, leaving a gap in bicycle access to recreation destinations
Item 26; CW-1.01, WS-2.01, no gaps along the West
and through cyclists along the west shore of Lake Tahoe.
WS-2.02, WS-2.03, WS-3-01, Shore.
Continue to work with residents, property owners, and land mangers to develop the
WS-4.01
preferred alignment for the Tahoe Trail.
Phase implementation of the remaining segments of the Tahoe Trail so that first
phases complete access from existing shared use pathways to Emerald Bay and the
final phase completes access around Emerald Bay.

2

High volumes of pedestrians walk along and in the roadway in heavily used Implement strategies associated with Item 1 and incorporate a walkway or sharedareas such as the Pope to Baldwin and Emerald Bay Segments. Cars parked use path around Emerald Bay.
alongside the highway and the viaduct force pedestrians to walk in the
roadway.
Implement strategies associated with Item 5 and restrict/relocate roadside parking.

Item 1, Item 3, Item 23, Item Miles of sidewalk or Tahoe
26; CW-1.01, WS-2.01, WS- Trail developed around
2.02, WS-2.03
Emerald Bay offering a
pathway off the highway for
pedestrian use.

3

Lack of consistent, frequent, and marketed transit within the corridor
negatively impacts the number of people able to arrive to recreation
destinations without a car.

Item 1, Item 4, Item 5, Item
26; CW-1.02, CW-1.03, CW1.04, CW-1.05, CW-1.06, WS1.01, WS-1.03, WS-1.08, WS1.09, WS-1.10, WS-1.11, WS1.14, WS-2.04, WS-2.06, WS2.07, WS-2.08, WS-2.11, WS2.12, WS-2.13, WS-2.14, WS4.03, WS-5.01, WS-5.02

Develop a frequent, fun, and consistent transit system to serve corridor recreation
destinations during the summer months.
Reduce the demand for park-n-ride facilities. Promote a park once strategy and
coordinate transit services with mainline systems from accommodation areas. And
partner with lodging areas for private shuttles to service the corridor from lodging .
Implement and enforce no roadside parking recommendations from Item 5.
Develop and implement a unified branding and marketing strategy to promote nocar access options to recreation areas.
Implement point source congestion management strategies throughout the Pope to
Baldwin Segment to reduce delays and increase transit ridership.
Establish a sustainable funding source that addresses varying land manager
requirements while collecting revenue from parking and/or transit to subsidize
transit operations and the operation of a parking management system. The
administrator of the system should be an entity that can work with partner agencies
to pool resources as well as pursue additional funding sources such as applying for
State Transit Assistance (STA) funds and grant programs.

Reduction in vehicle
Yes - findings for
restricting roadside
congestion along the
parking are needed per
highway.
Mode share targets for each the California vehicle code
travel framework phase hits Increasing fine will need
to be discussed at higher
minimum of 80% of target.
levels
Visitor awareness of shuttle
Addressing increasing
program.
visitation demand needs
Results of travel surveys
to occur at a regional level
indicate a positive
experience.
15% of visitors utilize a parkone strategy and access
transit from their
accommodations.
Increased operations budget
for land managers.
Transit and parking
management system have
sustainable funding source.

Utilize a reservation system for shuttle use to distribute peak use and provide a
system that can be used to reduce visitation, if needed, with the understanding that
shifting recreation use and unmet demand will need to be addressed as part of a
basinwide approach.
Enhance the bus stops and pull-offs through Emerald Bay to improve transit
operations and increase reliability.
Develop turnaround locations (such as a roundabout) near the north gate at Emerald
Bay and as part of parking/shuttle stop improvements at Bayview Campground for
buses to tunaround.
Incorporate visitor experience opportunities as part of the transit system to
encourage use.
Identify a location near the Y or West Way that can be developed as a park-nride/bike to serve corridor users entering the corridor from the south.
Utilize the underutilized parking area at Sugar Pine Point State Park as a park-nride/bike location in the northern area of the corridor. Improvements should allow
for the facility to also improve TART service and bus turnaround for the north shore.
Subsidize private water taxi operations to promote use of water taxi options to reach
recreation destinations and create a desired recreation experience in and of itself.
4

Bus stop locations are limited in Emerald Bay and vehicles are often illegally Formalize bus stop pulloff locations in Emerald Bay so the design is integrated as part Item 3; WS-2.05, WS-2.11, Transit reliability and
parked in the bus stop.
of the following areas:
WS-2.12, WS-2.13, WS-2.14 ridership increased.
Northbound pulloff at Inspiration Point
Northbound pulloff at Vikingsholm Parking lot
Southbound pulloff part of redesigned roadside parking area at Eagle Falls
Southbound pulloff part at Inspiration Point or as part of a redesign of Bayview
Campground to a small off-highway parking lot and shuttle stop to meet winter and
shoulder season recreation access needs when the summer shuttle is not in
operation.
Implement elements discussed in Item 3.
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Appendix C | Inter-Local Agreement Example

Does the
Recommendation
Require Additional
Action at a County or
State Level?

